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Abstract
A sustainability assessment tool can help decision and policy-makerstotakeappropriateactions
for making society more equitable. Sustainability assessment involves various tiers of
infonnation such as performance objectives, assessmenlcriteria,indices, indicators and variables.

Quantitative measurement and assessment of sustainability have always been a challenge. Several
approachcsorconceptual frameworks have been proposed in various disciplines ranging from
engineering to business and policy-making. A critical literature review of sustainability
assessment frameworks revealed that existing frameworks have limited capability to deal
comprehensively with difTerent issues of sustainability. These also lack nexibilitytobeadapted
in various disciplines with a unified interpretation. However. linkage-based frameworks can
integrate information at all levels and guide long-term actions directedatreducingenvironmental
health threats using causality relationships. Comparison of various linkage-based frameworks
shows that the driving force-state-exposure-efTect-action (DPSEEA) framework can be used to
achieve sustained health benefits and environmental protection in accordance with the principles
of sustainable development. Further, its similarity with ecological and human health risk
assessment and risk management paradigms sets it apart from the other linkage-based

A quantitative model based on the DPSEEA framework is developed for sustainability
assessment of higher education institutions (HEls) based on en vironmental, socio-economic, and
educational performance as viable dimensions of sustainability. A comprehensive list of
sustainability indicators under each dimension is selected to assess sustainability using a
surrogate measure called sustainability index (SI). This causality based model is called QPSEEA~ustainabilitylndexModel(D-SiM).ASpublicinstitutionsandparticularlyHElsarefacingthe

challengesofbringingsustainability in their strategic planning and development, a quantitative
assessment of sustainability can be very helpful. The D-SiM can be applied to any institution
provided the indicators are selected based on the performance 0 fthatinstitution. InD-SiM,SI is
an outcomeofa multitude of nonlinear effects of sustainability indicators in various stages of

DPSEEA. An empirical model based on 2k full factorial analysis indicates that economic
development, social equity, and education are the major drivers for achieving sustainability in

Assustainability is generally regarded as a qualit3tive and elusi veconcept, it is proposed to use
fuzzy multi-criteria decision-making in D-SiM for the quantitative assessment of sustainability.
This uncertainly based D-SiM is referred as J!ncertainty-based

QPSEEA-~ustainability

jndex

Model (uD-SiM), where each factor is defined using fuzzy numbers. Sensitivity analysis shows
that the education in sustainability and global and local research trends are the major driving
forcesforachievingsustainabilityinHEls. These are followed by financial and economic growth
rate, social equity, energy requirements rate, and institutional enhancement. The resultsofuD-

SiM are found to be more realistic than its deterministic counterpartD-SiM.

AfterthedevelopmentofuD-SiM,themodelisusedforrankingselected Canadian universities.
A comparison of universities based on sustainability indicators related to environmental,
economic, social and educational aspects is also carried out. The five Canadian Universities
considered and evaluated using uD-SiM are the University of British Columbia (UBC),
University of Torol1to (UoT), University of Alberta (UoA), McGill, and Memorial University
(MUN). The final ranking results are compared with the green report card ranking for 2010
through SI. It is found that the overall rankings of the UBC, UoA, and McGill by uD-SiM were
quite similar to the Green report card's ranking. ThedifTerence between uD-SiM ranking and
Green report card could be attributed to the difference in selection of indicators for the two
approaches. In Green report card, water use and education in sustainabilityare nOlconsidered
whereas these two indicators playa significant role in the uD-SiM model. The application of
various control actions and strategies forimprovingsustainability in HEls at difTerent stages of
the framework are also discussed.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

Sustainability aims to meet human needs while preserving the natural environment so that these

needs can be met in lhe present and also in the fUIUrc. In the aftennath of the Brundtland Report

in 1987, sustainable development has offered the world a new perspective on intra- and intergenerations parity. The Brundtland Commission, named after fonner

orwegian Prime Minister

Harlem Brundtland,originallyproposed the most oft-used definition ofsustainability that states

development llral meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of fUiure
generalionslo meel lheirown needs (WCED, 1987).
The above definition provides the basis for the sus/ainability paradigm in various economies and
implicitly argues for the rights of future generations to raw materials (natural resources) and to
vital ecosystem services. This widely accepted concept has permeatedintovariousdisciplinesand
is now widely adopted and encouraged by many organizations (e.g., Kenway el 01., 2007).
Jabareen (2008) has identified seven key concepts to synthesize and assemble the theoretical
framework forsustainabledevelopmenL These seven kcyconcepts include equity, natural capital
stock,utopia,eco-form, integrative management, global agenda,and ethical paradoxes.

Sahelyelal.(2005)andBecker(1997)arguedthatsustainabledcvelopmentisaboutachievinga
balance among three objectives or dimensions -

environmental, economic and social -

over

time and in spatial horizons. Sustainable development deals wi thenviro-socio-economicissuesof

inter- and intra-generations in a holistic way and should not be considered as an add-on to
existing management systems of organizations (Kenway

el al.,

2007). Therefore, if we focus on

any single objective or dimension alone in minimizing impact's; otherefTects not considered can

grow unchecked. As a result, burdens can merely shift from one area to another instead of
decreasing overall
Sustainabilityparadigm requires multidisciplinary actions and involvement of all stakeholders in
the decision making process (Loucks el 01., 2000; Maragerum, 1999). Sustainability implies
capturing an overall comprehensive picture of events and actions as far as they can be envisioned.
This is also referred to as environmenlalaccounling. This kind of accounting assumes that all
aspects ofa system can be measured and audited. Environmental accounting can be a limited
biological interpretation as in the case ofecologicalfoolprinl analysis, or may include social
factors as in the case of triple botlom line (TBL) analysis. TheTBLanalysis is about identifying
improvement in the environment, social, and economic perfonnance due to short- and long-term
policy decisions. In TBL analysis, environment relates to the impacts of policy decisions on the
natural environment (e.g. natural resources, f1ora, and fauna); economy relates to the impacts on
financial sustainability, and society relates to impact on the community as a whole (e.g. public
health and safety, social equity, culture).
Sustainability is a vague concept, therefore its quantitative measurement and assessment has
alwaysbeenachallenge.Sustainabilityassessmentrequiresvarious tiers of information that may
include perfonnance objectives, assessment criteria, indices, indicators and variables. The
objectives describe the broad goals set by the decision-makers and by the public or by the user of
the service. Major sustainability objectives can be expressed asTBL, that is, as environment,
social,and economic perfonnance. Assessment criteria (indices or indicators) provide yardsticks
against which sustainability objectives are measured (McLaren and Simollovic, 1999). Various
assessment criteria can be identified depending on the context and the level of study. For
example, in any engineering project, health and safety, economic development, social equity,
environmental quality, ecology, and technical feasibility can be major assessment criteria.

Perfonnanceindicatorsorindicesarederived from variables as they measure the efTectivenessof
a decision in satisfying the objectives. They can refer to the context, conditions, means, activities,
orperfonnance.lndicatorsareuseful for monitoring and measuring the state of environment by
considering a manageable number of variables or characteristics. Perfonnance indicators can be
single valued (i.e., derived from one variable) or composite (i.e.,obtained by the aggregation or
two or more variables). Indicators can also be based on quantitative or qualitative performance
data. Aggregation is required to combine performance variables and derive indicators using
multi-criteria decision-making techniques, such as weighted averaging, analytic hierarchy process

(AHP), and ordered weighted averaging (OWA) (Sadiq and Tesfamariam, 2007). The intent of
aggregation is to simplify the presentation and provide realistic interpretation ofa large number
ofperfonnancevariablesinanetTectivemanner.
Assessment criteria (or perfonnance indices or indicators) provide yardsticks against which
sustainabilityobjectivesaremeasured,andthesecanbesingle valued or composite (McLaren and
Simonovic, 1999). Selection of relevant indicators is essential for an effective sustainability
assessment and efficient performance monitoring for a system.

Since sustainable development became a catchphrase in the international arena, several
approaches and conceptual frameworks have been proposed and developedinvariousdisciplines
ranging from engineering to business and policy making. Sustainability assessment frameworks
help to focus and clarify what to measure, what to expect from the measurement, and what kind
ofindicatorstouse.Theseframeworkslackthecapabilityandnexibility to comprehensively deal
with multiple issues for assessing sustainability in various disciplines and to provide a unified
interpretation. The main differences among frameworks are the way in which they conceptualize
the main dimensions or categories (such as environment, social, and economic) of sustainable

development, the inter-linkages between these dimensions, the way they group the issues to be
measured,and the concepts by which theyjustify the selection and aggregation of indicators.
A growing numbcrofcommunities, businesses, and other organizations are publicly pledging
their commitment to sustainability. Public institutions and particularly higher education
institutions (HEls) like universities all over the world are also com mittingand taking initiatives to
make their campuses sustainable. The terms HElsand universities are used interchangeably in
this thesis. The main general objectives of all HEls arc to educate students based on certain
general educational goals; to preserve and refine existing knowledge while producing,
disseminating, and applying new knowledge; and to define and find solutions to the problems
facing society. The challenge now is that these objectives have to be achieved in a sustainable
manner. Sustainability for universities can be seen as a necessity not only to avoid the costs of
deterioratingsocial,environmentalandeconomic indicators but also to create new opportunities
to improve the rate and extent of human development. These institutions are facing serious
challenges in integratingsustainability in their strategic pianninganddevelopingqualitativeand
quantitativeassessmentmodelsformeasuringsustainability.
Assessing and quantifying sustainability is a challenge. Several approaches and conceptual
frameworks have been proposed in various disciplines, but their applicability is limited because
of the lack of a quantitative assessment framework. This research aims to overcome these

The main goal of this research istodevelopaquantitativesustainabilityassessment framework
that can be applied to any institution. Jnthisresearch,itisappJied to higher education

The specific objectives of the proposed research are listed below:

•

Conduct a comprehensive review of existing sustainability assessment frameworks in
various disciplines, and identify a suitable framework for quantitative assessment of
sustainability,

•

Develop a model for quantitative assessment of sustainability ini tiatives in universities and
propose an overall index of sustainability to monitor and improve their performance,

•

Investigate uncertainties amongsustainability indicators and their impact on sustainability

•

Apply the developed model for studying the impacts of various decision actions (risk

index (SI),and

management strategies) on the improvementofsustainabilityindex for selected Canadian

In order to achieve the objectives of the research to be carried out, the following models and
approaches are developed:
•

Development of QPSEEA .§.ustainability jndex Model (D-SiM) for the sustainability
assessment of higher education institutions,

•

Development of uncertainty-based (probability or fuzzy-based) D-SiM (uD-SiM) that can
incorporate uncertainties in thesustainability indicators and propagate them throughout the

•

Application ofuD-SiM to identify and develop risk management and decision-making
strategies for selected Canadian universities.

The remainder of this thesis has been structured in line with the generaI progression of the work
from literature review to model development and demonstration, which is described in the

following paragraphs. The majordeliverables of this research are graphically represented by
Figure!.!.

Chapter 2 provides a detailed review of the literature 10 understand the frameworks and
approaches taken by other researchers, to provide a basis for the choice of the most appropriatc
set of frameworks inOuencing factors, and to discuss the selection of HE Is for possible inclusion
in the subsequently developed model. Ajoumal paper (Waheed etal., 2009) has been published
inSustainability.

Figure t.l: Major research dclivcrables

Chapter 3 describes the selected framework DPSEEA, various multi-criteria making tools and
challenges faced by highereduC3tion institutions. This chapter proposesadetemlinisticmodelD-SiM
forslistainabilityassessment of HE Is. A conference papcr(Waheed e/ al.,2010) has been published
in CSCEAunualCon!erenceProceedings. Anotherjoumalarticle(Waheed elal., 201 la) is accepted
and wiJl be published in Issue 12 volume 4 of the InlernalionalJournalojSuslainabililyin Higlter

Chapter 4 improves earlier proposed deterministic D-SiM model by introducing fuzzy-based
concepts and presents an uncertainty-basedmodel,called, uD-SiM. A journal paper(Waheedel

al.,2011b)hasbeenpublishedintheJoumalojCleanerProduClion

Chapter 5 validates the uD-SiM and demonstrates its application for selected Canadian
universities. Moreover, the impacts of decision actions and risk management strategies on
sustainability index are also discussed. Ajollmal paper (Waheed elal., 2011c) is under review for

possiblepllblicationintheStochaslicEnvironmenlalResearch&RiskAssessment.

Chapter 6 summarizes the conclusions and also describes the contribution of this research.
Recommendations for the future research direction are also pro vided.

The novelty of the present research can be viewed from the followin gperspectives:
•

In this research an innovative use of linkage-based framework,D PSEEA,has been explored
for developing a cause-efTectmodel for quantitative sustainabilityassessment, which has

not been done in the past. The proposed framework is capable of incorporating interlinkages, eause-elTeet relationships and feedbaek (aetions) at any stage of DPSEEA

frameworkandre-evaluatessustainability.
•

The developed models (D-SiM and uD-SiM) have been applied to HEI in this study,
however, the conceptual framework can be applied to any public institution (e.g., hospitals,
schools, libraries, etc.) provided that the continuum (as cause-efTects) of relevant
performance indicators are available.

•

The developed models provide an efTective quantitative approac h for ranking universities

based on sustainability index insteadofa point scoring system and are comparable to the
existing ranking systems. such as Green Report Card.

Chapter 2: Literature Review I

The main objective of this chapter is to discuss difTcrent approaches,identifychallenges,
and to select a framework fordeliveringefTcctivesustainabilityassessments. Sustainable
development is an idealized concept and its assessment has always been a challenge.
Several approaches, methodologies and conceptual frameworks have been developed in
various disciplines, ranging from engineering to business and to policy making. The
chapter focuses mainly on various linkage-based frameworks and demonstrates that the
driving force-state-exposure-efTect-action (DPSEEA) framework can be used to achieve
suslainedhealthbenefirsandenvironmentalproteclioninaccordancewithlheprinciplesof
sustainable development, especially because of its resemblance 10 the environmental risk
assessment and management paradigms. The comparison of linkage-based frameworks is

2.U.Defillitioll
The main objective of this chapter is to provide an overviewofdi fferentapproaches, identify
challenges, and to select a framework for delivering effective sustainability assessments.
Sustainable development aims to meet human needs while preserving the natural environment so
thattheseneedscanbemetnotonlyinthepresentbutalsoindefinitely in the future. Since the
aftermath of the Brundtland report in 1987,sustainabledevelopmcllthasofTeredtheworidanew
perspective on how to protect environmental systems far the present as well as far the future
generations. The Brundtland Commission, named after former Norwegian Prime Minister
Harlem Brundtland,originally proposed the most oft-used detinition ofsustainabilitythatstates
development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future
generations to meet their own needs (WCED, 1987).
The above definition provides the basis for the "sustainabledevelopment"paradigm in various
economies at various levels. and implicitly argues for the rights of future generations to raw
materials (natural resources) and to vital ecosystem services. This universally accepted concept
has permeated into various disciplines and is widely adopted and (or) encouraged by many
organizations (e.g., KenwayeJ al., 2007). MliCh has been written about principles or concepts of

sustainability (Kenway et 01., 2007; Becker. 1997; Gibson, 2000), however. the seven key
concepts identified by Jabareen (2008)tosynthesizeandassemblethetheoretical framework for
sllstainabledevelopmentarepresentedhere. These seven concepts incilideequity, natural capital
stock. utopia, eco-fonn, integrative management, global agenda, and ethical paradoxes. Each
concept represents distinctive meanings that provide thetheoreticalfoundationsofsustainability

Equity represents the social aspect of sustainable development. The most common types of
equityareinter·andintra-generational.lntra-generationalequity refers to fairness inalJocation
of resources between competing interests at the present time. Inter-generational equity refers to
the fairness in allocation of resources between current and future generations.

Natural capital stock represents the sustaining of natural material assets development where
natural capital stock consists of three categories: non-renewable resources, such as mineral
resources; the finite capacity of the natural system to produce ,rencwable resourccs' such as food
crops and water supplies; and the capacity of natural systems to absorb the emissions and
pollutants that arise from human actions without suffering from side effects which imply heavy
costs to be passed onto future generations. The condition ofconsta ntnaturalcapitalisnonnally
tenned 'strongsustainability'.Thisconcept is discussed later
The concept of Utopianism represents a perfect society, where there is harmony between humans
and nature, justice prevails, people are perfectly happy and content, life moves along smoothly
w;thoutshortages
The concept of Eco-form is one of the major contributors in bringing the global discourse on
sustainability,anditdealswithecologicaldesignandfonnofhuman habitats such as the
ecologically desired spatial fonnofcities, villages, and neighborhoods.

Inlegraliveandholislicmanagemem represents a holistic view of social development, economic
growth,andenvironmental protection. To preserve the natural capital stock for ecological and
sustainable integrity, integrative and holistic management is essential.

GJobalpoJilicaJdiscourse means that political agenda has become one of the main drivers of
sustainabilityasall major policies and programs around the globe are inspired bysustainability

Elhical paradoxes in sustainable development mean I) characteristics ofa state that can be
maintained forever and 2) development or environmental modifications that intervene with
nature and natural resources. The concept aims to mitigate and moderate the paradox between

The central focus of sustainability is to provide a long-term pcrformance.Allaboveconceptsaim
to increase the quality of life for humans and other ecological entities, enhance economic
activities, and reduce the impacts on ecological systems with special emphasis on major global
problems like climate change, depletion of fossil fuels, emerging technologies, genetically

modified food, and spread of diseases (Becker, 1997; Sahelyel al., 2005; CEC, 2006). These
concepts ensure that all developments must be undertaken with great sensitivity to minimize
environmental impacts; therefore all possible alternatives must be considered comprehensively.

2./.2.Sustaillab/eDevelopmellt

It has been argued by Becker (J997) and Sahelyelal. (2005)that"sustainable development"is
about achieving a balance among three objectives or dimensions -

environmental, economic,

and social- over time and spatial horizons. However, it is emphasized by Kenway el a/. (2007)
and Gibson (2000) that sustainable development deals with enviro-socio-economic issues of
inter-and intra-generations in a holistic way and should not be considcredasanadd-ontothe
existing management systems of organizations as it requires stewardship of all resources. The
reason is if we focus on any single objective or dimension alone while deciding on least
burdening practices, it will allow all other effects to grow unchecked. As a result burdens can
merely shift from one efTect to another efTect, instead of an overall desirable decrease of burdens.
Sustainabilityparadigm requires multidisciplinary actions and involvements of all stakeholders
in the decision making process (Loucks el al. 2000). Sustainabilityimplies paying anent ion to

comprehensive outcomes of events and actions as far as they can be anticipated at present. This
is known as"environmental accounting", This kind ofaccounlingassumes that all aspectsofa
system can be measured and audited. Environmental accounting can be a limited biological
inlerpretation as the case for"ecological footprint analysis' '.ormayincludesocialfactorsasin
the case of Triple Bottom Line (TBL) analysis. TBL isaboul identifying improvement in the
environment, social, and economic performance as a result of short- and long-term policy

The concept of sustainability can be defined as "weak" or ··strong·'. In case of weak
sustainability, it isassumedlhat we can replace (or duplicate) naturalmaterialsandserviceswith
manufactured goods and services. This is also known as substitutability paradigm, whereas in
case of strong sustainability it is assumed that the natural materials and services cannot be
duplicated or natural capital stays constant overtime (Pearce and Turner, 1990) as mentioned
earlier in the natural capital stock concept in the previollssection. Strongsustainability is also
known as non-substitutability paradigm, The problem with the concept of weak sustainability is
that one can easily assign a monetary value to the manufactured goods; however, assigning a
monetary value to the natural materials and services can be very difficult or impossible.
Similarly, ozone layer, wetland,ocean fishery, and a river full of salmon are irreplaceable. To

One way is to assign a monetary value to all trees by assuming that they are turned into furniture
or paper. However, the forest provides a home for wildlife that proyidesfoodforhunters.1talso
proyidesa place for hikers to enjoy the natural environment. These intangible benefits are not
possible to be duplicated by any monetary value, Contrarily, theconcept of strong sustainability
emphasizes on functions that only nature (environment) can perform and cannot be duplicated by

humans. The ozone layer is one example of an ecosystem service that is difficult for humans to
duplicate.
Sustainability assessment is an emerging concept and one of the typical questions raised by
sustainable assessment is that how do we measure sustainability? The following section explains
these questions in more detail.
2.2. Sustainability Metrics
Quantitative measurement and assessment of sustainability has always been a challenge.
Sustainabilityassessmentsmayrequirevarioustiersofinfonnation that may include objectives,
assessment criteria, indices, indicators, and perfonnance data/variables/parameters (Table 2.1).
The objeclives describe the broad goals set by lhedecision-makers and by the public or by the
user of the service. Major sustainabilityobjectives are generally setbyTBL i.e., environment,
social, and economic performance. Assessment criteria. sometimes also referred to as "indices"
or "indicators" provide principles to establish that specified objectives have been met.
Assessment criteria provide yardsticks against which sustainability objectives are measured.
Various assessment criteria can be identified, depending on the context and the level of the
study. For example, in any engineering project, health, safety, economic development, social
equity,environmentalquality,ecology,andtechnicalfeasibilityean be majorassessmenl criteria.
There are two approaches to define performance assessmenlcriteria, i.e., a bottom-up approach
and a lop-down approach (Gibson, 2000). In the botlom-upapproach, lheobjec.ivesaredefined
in relation to the baseline conditions. In other words, criteria aregcnerated by assuming that the
state of suslainability can be defined by environmental, social, and economic objectives and
proposedcritcriaaredcvelopedunderlhesec3tegories.Forexample,environmentisacategory
and resource utilization is a proposed criteria. Triple bottom line is considered a bottom-up

approach. On the other hand,a top-down approach assumes sustainabilityasa state to which

society aspires, and then moves on to define this state in terms of sustainability criteria. Topdown approach is also called principles-based approach in which assessment criteria are derived
from sustainability principles (Pearce and Turner, 1990). For instance, under sustainability
principle of biodiversity and ecological integrity criteria, it should improve biodiversity and

ecological integrity and builds life support. It is argued by Gibson (2000) and Popee/al.(2004)
that the top-down or principles-based approach outweighs the bonom-up orTBL approach as it
emphasizes interconnections and interdependencies between thes ustainabilitydimensionsrather
than promoting conflicts and trade-ofTs, besides avoiding some of the inherent limitations of the
TBL approach to sustainability. However, literature review shows that extensive research has

been done using both approaches (e.g., urban infrastructure systems (Sahelye/al., 2005) and
river basin management (Barrera-Roldan and Saldivar-Valdes. 2002).
Table2.1: Sustainabilitymatrices-anexample in terms ofTBL objectives
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Perfonnance indicalorsor indices are derived from variablcsasthey measure the efTectiveness of
a decision in satisfying the assessmenl criteria. They can refertothecontext,conditions, means,
activities or perfonnance. Indicators are useful for monitoring and measuring the state of
environment by considering a manageable number of variables or characteristics. Perfonnance
indicators can be single valued (Le.,derived from one variable) or composite (i.e.. obtained by
the aggregation of two or more variables). Indicators can also be based on quantitative or
qualitativeperfonnancedata.lndicators,especiallyenvironmentaI, could be (i) use-based (early
warning), subject- or issue-based (water quality, noise pollution), and position-based as in
linkage-based frameworks described later in this chapter (Niemeijer and dc Groot, 2008)
Aggregation is required to combine performance variables and derive indicators using multicriteria decision-making techniques such as weighted averaging, AHP (analytic hierarchy
process), and ordered weighted averaging (OWA) to obtain an index. The intention of
aggregation is to simplify the presentation and provide realist ic interpretationofa large number
of performance variables in an effective manner
Alegre (1999) listed the basiccharacteristicsofperfonnancei ndicatorsas:
•

encompassing all relevant aspects of sustainability performance

•

non-overlapping (Le., mutually exclusive)

•

easy to understand and interpret

•

as few in numbers as possible

•

defined for a given time period, and

•

universal enough to be measured in diverse conditions.

analyses and conclusions. Extensive lists of indicators for sustainability measurement have been
provided in several studies related to the planning and management at urban, regional, and

national levels (e.g., (Foxon el ai, 2002; Maclaren, 1996; Alberti, 1996; WHO, 1996). Edwin
(2002) explored the challenge of choosing appropriate indicators to measure environmental
progress in the automotive industry. The author proposed two main challenges: I) developing
and evaluating appropriate normalized and functionally related indicators, and (2) integrating
indicators into the design and decision process (using multi-objective approaches). The author
found that the use of multi-objective decision-making could

be problematic in sustainability

assessment, if the indicators are not comparable or not fullyapplic able.
In the last decade, several attempts have been made to create aggregate measures for various

aspects of sustainability by using indices to convey better infonnationoncountriesandcorporate
perfonnanceinfieldssuchasenvironment,economy,societY,orfor technological improvement.
Some of the most prominent attempts include: Human Development Index (HDI) of the United

Nations Development Programme (UNDP); Environmental Sustainability Index (ESI) and the
Environmental Performance Index (EPI) of the World Economic Forum (WEF). Singh el al.
(2009) have provided a detailed overview of various sustainability indices applied in policy
practice. A summarized version of their work indicating broad classification of indices and

categories is presented in Table 2.2. However, many special categories of environmental indices
like air quality index and water quality index are not discussed h ere.

Table 2.2: Summary ofsuSlainabilily indices (modified after Singh e/aI..2009)
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2.3. Sustainability Assessment Frameworks
Since sustainable development became a catchphrase in the international arena, several
approaches and conceptual frameworks have been proposed and developed in various
disciplines, ranging from engineering to business and to policy making. Each of these
frameworks has limited capability to deal with different issues of sustainability comprehensively
and lack Oexibilityto be used in various disciplines with a unifiedinterpretation.Theschemesto
classify various sustainability frameworks may also vary, e.g., based on application discipline,
methodology, mathematical techniques and tools, and the level of study. In engineering literature

(Sahelyelll/.,2005;Loucksetll/.,2000;JeonandAmekudzi,2005), sustainabilityassessment is
generally viewed as a multi-objective optimization or multi-criteria decision-making problem.

Based on detailed literature search (e.g., Kenway et lI/., 2007; Jeon and Amekudzi, 2005; Guio-

(EIA), sustainability impact
assessment (SIA), TBL assessment)
•
•

Influence-based (e.g., Transport Canada framework (Transport Canada, 2001»
Process-based or stakeholder-based (e.g.,

US DOE "Ten Steps to

Sustainability"

(Environmental Defense, 1999))
•

Material flow accounting and Life cycle assessment (e.g., L1nX(K han elat., 2004»

•

Linkages-based (e.g., pressure-state-response (PSR), driving force-pressure-state-impactresponse (DPSIR))

A majority of the above frameworks were developed in the last 10 to 20 years and did not evolve

beyond the experimental stage (Pinter el 01., 2005). The main features of these frameworks
include I) setting objectives and assessment criteria based

011

the prine iplesofsustainability,and

2) delininga sct of measurable indicators under each assessment criterion. Various multi-criteria
decision-makingmethodshavebeenusedforaggregating,ranki ng alternatives, and carrying out

assessment process with a group of stakeholders (Kenway el al., 2 007)
Sustainability assessment frameworks help to focus and clarify what to measure, what to expect
from measurement and what kind of indicators to use. A framework serves, at a high-level, direct
reference to the basic concepts of sustainable development. Underlying any sustainable

development framework is usually a conceptual model that helps identify and organize the issues
that will define what should

be measured. The main differences among frameworks are the way

in which they conceptualize the main dimensions of sustainable development, the inter-linkages

between these dimensions, the way they group the issues to be measured,andtheconcepts by

which they justify the selection and aggregation of indicators. Table 2.3 provides a brief

2.3.1.0bjeclb1e-BasedFrameworks
Objective-based frameworks have a proactive approach, and aim to ensure that a panicular
initiativccontributcstoadefinedstateofsustainability.Definingasustainablestateisa
challenge. This approach can assess the extent to which an initiative contributes to a defined
goal. The majority of the current frameworks, such as strategic environmental assessment (SEA)

and life cycle assessment, are objective based and proactive in nature.

2.3.2 lmpacl-Bllsed Frlm,ework'i
As the name suggests, the impact-based frameworks focus on the impacts of various actions on
the sustainability of a panicular system. It is a win-lose scenario. A typical example is
environmental impact assessment (EIA) driven sustainability assessment, often referred to as
sustainability impact assessment (SIA). It means that an initiative may have positive outcomes in
onedimensionofsustainability,5uchaseconomicperformance,bu t negative results in social or
environmental dimensions. Defining permissible or threshold limits can minimize the adverse
situations. This

framework

has been

used

in

various engineering disciplines such as

transportation (Khan el a'., 2002; Litman, 2008); water and sewer systems (Ashley and
Hopkinson, 2002); and building infrastructure (Pearce and Vanegas, 2002). Hacking and Guthrie
(2008) have reported that both EIA and SEA are established frameworks for sustainability
assessment. A matrix has been developed by Pope e' al. (2004) that compares objective-based
and impact-based frameworks against aim, focus, and contribution to sustainabilityand target

A common impact-based framework is three-dimensional framework of indicators based on
environment. economics, and social impacts. It is known as triple-bottom line (TBL) framework.
Pope el al. (2004) considered lhalTBL employs a reduclionislapproach lo suslainabilily, which
divides the holistic concept of sustainability into three pillars and invariably runs the risk of the
sum of the parts being less than the whole. This is particularly true if the interrelations between
the three pillars are not adequately understood and described. Some anal ysts also tried to add
technical and/or institutional dimensions in sustainability (e.g., Khan el a/., 2004). Many
initiatives undertaken by various institutions using this frame work are provided in Guio-Torres,
(2006). It has been observed that when sustainability problems are di vided into dimensions, it is
much easier to use multi-criteria decision-making methods for sustainability assessment (e.g.,
Sahelyelal.,2005).

2.3.3.1"j1ue"ce-BasedFrameworks
Influence-based frameworks categorize indicators based on their level of influence on
suslainabilily. This framework is used by Transport Canada (2001). These frameworks idelllify
three levels of basic indicators, namely, state,behavioral,and operational (Jeon and Amekudzi,
2005)."State"indicatorsdefinetheoverallvisionforobtaining sllstainable system and measure
the perfonnance of the system against goals or vision.

influence the state of the system. '''Operational'' indicators correspond to the actions of the
organization itself.

Table 2.3: Main features of sustainability frameworks

A process-based framework involves a planning process thatefTectively engages stakeholders in
creating their vision

for sustainability.

Environmental sustainability kit

proposed by

Environmental Defense (1999) explains lhat process-based frameworks are based on adecision
aiding process for developing consensus, involving all the representatives from various
constituencies within a community. Jeon and Amekudzi (2005) suggested that the involvement
of stakeholders is essential when the planning for communities is being undertaken or when

incorporating

sustainability

into

local

policy

(e.g.,

Environmental

Sustainability

kit

(Environmental Defense, 1999). This is indeed an important and critical component to achieve
sustainabilityobjeclives.
Sustainable development initiatives at various university cam pusesaround the world also use this
framework, as the involvement of various stakeholders is a major component of these
sustainability initiatives, such as the Talloires Deelaration (ULSF,1990).Velazquezelol.(2006)
have proposed models that offer a clear perspective about how people responsible for
sustainability initiatives affect colleclive behavioral changeby educating stakeholders and
promoting consensus-based sustainabilitygoals forsustainab Ie institutions such as universities.
1.3.5. Material Flow / AccOIlfltitrg afld Life Cycle Assessmeflt Framework
Material flow analysis is a framework to analyze the flows of a material in a well-defined
system. It is referred to as Material Flow Accounting (MFA) when perfonned on a national or
regional scale. In this framework the material exchanges between an economy and natural
environment arc analyzed. Indicators and indices are calculated to assess the level of resource
intensityofthesyslem and processes are optimized in such a way that materials and energy are
used in the most efficient manner (Wernick and Irwin, 2005). The basic mantra is to focus on
producing more with less
The Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) framework is one step further to MFA as it uses the same
principles but also tries to account for the environmental impacts ora technology, prodUCI,
process, project ora service throughout their life cycles from raw materials extraction through
end of life. Therefore, it is also referred to as cradle to grave (sometimescradletogate)approach
(Wernick and Irwin, 2005; SETAC, 1991). It comprises four steps (Khan el 01., 2002, 2004):

•

Define goal and scope helps to understand the purpose and the scope ofthe study and
requires using system boundaries.

•

Inventory analysis accounts for energy and raw material and discharges from all activities.
products, and processes.

•

Impact analysis detennines the environmental impacts due to activities, products. and

•

Improvement assessment identifies the possibilities for improving the perfonnanceoflhe

Khan

el

"I. (2004) developed a new indexing system - L1nX, which aims to facilitate the LCA

application in process and productcvaluation and decision-making. The L1nXconsistsoffour
dimensions, namely, environment, health and safety, cost, technical feasibility, and socio-

political factors.
Another nuance of LCA, called Life Cycle Costing (LCC) is a method used in multi-criteria
decision-making, when the monetary values are assigned to various activities in LeA. The

discussion on this topic is beyond the scope of this chapter.
2.3.6. Lillkage-BasedFrameworks
The linkage-based frameworks use the concept of "causality"or cause-efTect relationships. These
frameworks provide linkages between each component

of the framework by defining indicators

for each component and recognizing effective actions to control and prevent the impac ts. Three
types of linkage-based frameworks are discussed in detail inthene xtsection.

2.4. Typcs of Linkage-Based Frameworks
A widely known example of a linkage-based framework is the Pressure-State-Response (PSR)

framework. This framework can facilitate bctter understanding of actions and activities that are
affecting the state of the system. and appropriate response for addressing them both for the
agency and stakeholders (Jeon and Amekudzi, 2005). In addilion tOPSR,olhercommonlinkage-

Figure 2.1: Pressure-state-response(PSR) framework (adapted from OECD(1999))
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2.4.J.Pressure-SIOle·RespolIse

The Pressure-State-Response(PSR) framework was conceived by Statistics Canada (Friend and
Rapport, 1979),then further developed and adopted internationally in many countries (e.g., UN,
1991). The Organization for Economic Cooperation and Developmcnt (OECD, 1991) later
adopted this framework for environmental reporting. A typical example of a PSR framework is
shown in Figure 2.1
APSRframeworkstatesthathumanactivitiesexertpressure(suchaspolIution emissions or land
use changes) on the environment, which can induce changes in the state of the quality and
quantity of the environment (such as changes in ambient pollutant levels, habitat diversity, water
flows). Society then responds to the changes in the pressuresorthe statc with environmental and
economic policies I programs intended to prevent, reduce or mitigate pressures and/or
environmental damage. The PSR framework highlights these (causal) linkages, and helps
decision-makers and the public to see environmental and other interconnected issues (OECD,
1999). Based on its wide usage, the PSR framework can be identified as a commonly agreed
upon framework by many organizations and agencies for environmental reporting (e.g., EEA,
1999,2001; EPA, 2003; WRI,200S).

2.4.2. Driver-Presslire-Slole-lmpo('I-RespolIse
The United

ations Commission on Sustainable Development (U CSD) modified the PSR

framework and called it Driving force-State-Response (DSR) and it was used in the
categorizationofa first set of 134 Sustainable Development Indi cators (SDls) (UN, 1996). The
OECD further modified the DSR framework and called it the Driver-Pressure-State-ImpactResponse (DPSIR) framework. The DPSIR framework has been used to slructureenvironmental
infonnation by most member states of the European Union (EU) and by many international

organizations including the European Environmental Agency and EUROSTAT, the statistical
office for the European Communities (Gilbert and Tanguay. 2000). A more recent example is the
Environmental Sustainability Index (ESI) developed in collaborative work of the World

(hup:/Isedac.ciesin.colllmbia.eduiesiESID.
2.4.3. Driving Force-PreSSlIre-Stale-Exposllre-E/fel'ts.Act;oll (DPSEEA)
The World Health Organization (WHO) took a broader approach to include the impacts of macro
driving forces and pressures on both health and the environment (WHO. 1996). The framework

was called the Driving Force-Pressure-Statc-Exposure-EfTect-Action (DPSEEA). The DPSEEA
framework (Figure 2.2) is useful as it coverslhe full spectrumofcause and efTect relationships
starting

from

potential

forces and required

actions and

brings together professionals.

practitioners, and managers from both environmenlal and public heaIthfieldstohelporientthcm

in the larger scheme of the problem. Corvalanelal. (1999)disclIssed the tinksamong health,

environment, and sustainable development. They presented DPSEEA framework to extend

epidemiological domain to the policy domain
TheDP EEA framework has been widely used in the environmental health sector (CEC,2006)
This framework is very useful in understanding the continuum starting from drivers of

environmental change (such as technology and population) to pre ssures(suchasproduction,
consumplion and waste releases) to changes in environmental state (such as pollulion levels) to
exposure(suchasextemal,intemalandtargetorgandoses)toefTectsonhealth,environmentand
overallsustainability.

Figure 2.2: Driving Force-Pressure-State-Exposure-EfTect-Action (DPSEEA) Framework
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All sectors includinggovemment, private sector and individuals can take action to the outcomes
at all levels, and this information can be used to provide feedback at all levels (Figure 2.2). In
combination with multi-criteria decision-making, this framework has a great potential to

contributc significantly to sustainabilily analysis.
The main advantage of DPSEEA is its nexibilityandapplicability.ltsusefulnessdependsonthe

context in which it is used, e.g., health in sustainable development planning. The WHO and
Europe and New Zealand Ministries of Health (WHO, 2004; ESR, 2005) have used the
framework 10 develop environmental health indicators. In February 200 I.the first meeting on the
guidelines
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assess the health impacts of climate change was attended by the representatives of

WHO, Health Canada, and UNEP in Victoria (Canada); and they endorsed the DP EEA as a

viable conceptual framework for this purpose (http://www.cllro.who.intidoclll11entle74639.pdO
Seven sustainabilityconceptsproposed by Jabareen (2008),asd iscussed earlier in Section 2.1,

are the main theme of DPSEEA (and other linkage-based frameworks). These concepts ensure
that the resources (e.g., materials and energy) are usedemcient Iyand effectively at the cost of

minimal triple bottom line impacts. These concepts lead to improved system performance (i.e.,
minimizing "effect") without compromising socio-economic development (driving force)
throughoptimalremedial··actions'·.

2.5. Proposed Intcgrated Framework forSustainability Assessmcn t
Various frameworks presented earlier (Sections 2.3 and 2.4) have some advantages and
disadvantages (discussed later in Section 2.7). There is no single ideal framework for
sustainabilityassessment. For example, impact-based methods are largely usefut for assessing
impacts of an activity on the economy, environment and on general social well-being. These
impacts are measured on the natural environment through system effectiveness and efficiency.
Process-based frameworks involve community representatives and other stakeholders in
planning, and present opportunities to educate the public and innuencecollectivebehaviours.
The MFA and LCA are also very popular and have extensively been used forsustainability
assessment. Finally, the linkage-based frameworks use causal indicators that present a complete
range of metrics to identify and measure a cause that create particular conditions affecting
sustainability, the impacts of these causes, and thecorrectiveactionsthatcan be taken to address
them. Jeonand Amekudzi (2005) suggested that an integrated causal framework helps to refine
visions through developing policies, planning procedures and measurement, and monitoring
systems for achieving sustainable systems for any corporation oraninstitution.
An integrated linkage-based framework is proposed here to emphasize the need to evaluate
specific monitoring programs where goals and objectives are clearly defined. The
health/environmental monitoring programs driven by the goals and objectives consider the
factors involved in greater detail leading to the pressures on asystem (CorvaJan etal. (1999) and
von Schirnding (2002) called them "driving forces'·),atthestatesorresponses within the system

(e.g. external dose, internal dose and efTects at the organism, cellu larormolecularlevel),orat
actions taken to combat adverse impacts (e.g., govcrnment emission control legislations).
Therefore, for example, depending upon thedifTerences in the focus of two frameworks, what
one framework defines as a "hazard", may be referred to as an "cxternal dosc" in the other
framcwork or what onc framcwork terms as "pressurc", may be dcfincd as a "state" in the others.
The causality frameworks have significant benefits in sustainability assessment. These
framcworks,throughaclearlystructuredorganizationoftheindicators, enable clear and concise
communication to decision-makers. They help exposc how the information provided by the
indicators is related to various processes and how specific policy or management actions can
address human-induced environmental problems. Additionally, a uniformapproachforreporting
indicators helps to link updifTerent but related assessment areas (e.g., transport and environment,
agriculture and environment). Figure 2.3 proposes DPSEEA frameworktoevaluatesustainability
index usingTBL. It can be noticed that at different levels of causality (in each dimension of
sustainability) indicators are defined that can be combined using multi-criteria decision-making

Linkages-based frameworks - PSR, DPSIR, and DPSEEA - emphasize the importance of
causality. Driving force-Pressure-State-Exposure-EfTect-Action (DPSEEA) framework is the
broadest approach as it includes the impacts of macro driving forcesand pressures on both health
and the environment. However, the reliance on simple unidirectional linkages (chains) at the
same time is not very conducive to understand and describe the complexity of the processes
behind sustainability assessment. This limits the usefulness of these frameworks for
environmental (and health risk) assessments. Like all other linkage-based frameworks, the
DPSEEA has the following limitations:

Figure 2.3: InlegratedDPSEEAandTBLframework

•
•

It cannot work effectively if the evidence for causal linkages is missing or vague
It leads to oversimplification of spatial and temporal interactions that results in poorly
infonnedmanagementdecisions

•

It oversimplifies inter-linkages among issues and factors. Often, it is ambiguous as to
whether the issue measured by an indicator represents a driving force or a pressure.

Sometimes there are multiple pressures for most states. and multiple states arising from
mostpressures.creatingdinicultiesinidentiryingindicators.

2.6. Linkagc-Bascd Frameworks: An Example of Universities
The usc and application of linkage based frameworks is not new as mentioned earlier, what we
want to do here is to briefly compare the three linkage based frameworks using the original
causal frameworks not only for environmental categories but also for social, economic, and

educational categories. It is our intention to explore the uni-di rectionallinksforPSR,DPSIR,
and DPSEEA asa first step to identify the factorsthatmayaffectt he case (universities) in hand.
What is novel in the approach taken here is the integration of the conceptofcausalframeworks
and triple boltom line approach and development of indicators foreachcategory.
Universities, like other public institutions, are also facingt he challenges of integrating
sustainability in their strategic planning and development. Since the Talloires Declaration in
1990 (ULSF, 1990), International Association of Universities (IAU) is very active in promoting
sustainability in universities and creating proactive leadership towards lessening the demise of
the global environment. IAU continues to exert pressure throughotherdeclarat ions such as the
Halifax and Swansea Declarations (UNESCO 1993a,b) and Kyoto Declaration (UNESCO 1991),
andasaresultofthispressure,signedcommitmentsandvoluntarydecisions, several universities
have embarked on projects and initiatives to incorporate sustainability into their systems.
However. sustainable development is a still a relatively new and innovative idea for many
universities. As universities are considered as institutions that promote and inculcate change
through interactions of thousands of individuals on campus and outreach,inan ideal world, the
concept of sustainable development should be integrated into the policies, approaches, and
learning of all stakeholders. But in practice (here are many hindrances in the adoption of
sllstainabledevelopment in a university system, such as (i)env ironmentalprotection is required
for not only from lecture halls and laboratories but also from administration areas to bring
financial and social gains; (ii) lackoflegal bindingslregulations or even incentives to integrate
sustainable development in university policics; and (iii) many universities have initiated
measures to

improve environmental

(sustainability) concept is still lacking.

friendliness

but a comprehensive resource-saving

implemented. Lozano (2006) recommends that to apply or design anysustainabilityframework

one mustconsidernotonlytheenvironmental,social,and econom icdimensions (c3tegories) but
also the educational performance with following indictors: (i) Education (courses and curricula),
(ii) Research (basic and applied). (iii) Campus operations. and (iv)Communityoutreach. Table
2.4 presents comparison matrix of categories (i) environment, (ii)social, (iii) economics and (iv)
educational performance along with their indicators for the conceptual frameworks of PSR,
DPSIRand DPSEEA. For causal or linkage based frameworks, a combination of subject-based

indicators in terms of position along the linkage-based framework is by far the most widely used
indicator reponing method (Niemeijer and de Groot, 2008). The indicators are developed by
using frameworks for linkages between health, environment, and development (WHO, 1996).
The list of these indicators at various causal stages (elements) of the frameworks is not
exhaustive or even not comprehensive. The purpose here is to demonstrate that how various
causal frameworks assign the same indicators to various causal stages. It can

be

noticed that

indicators belong to various categories of sustainability in each causal element. It should

be

exposures orefTects and in DPSIR one cannot benefit from indicatorsofe xposure(representedin
dark gray color in Table 2.4),whereefTectsaretermedas impact. The ad vantageofDPSEEAis
that it provides better continuum from drivers to the effects in wheth eriCsenvironmental,socioeconomic, or educational aspect. One cannot deny that linkage-based frameworks and in

particular DPSEEA framework provides clear and concise communication to decision-makers
through a clearly structured organization of the indicators. They help expose how the information
provided by the indicators is related to various processes and howspecificpolicyormanagement
actions can address human-induced environmental. social,economic and educational problems

(Niemeijerand de Grool,2008).

Varioussustainability frameworks presented in the previous section have many advantages and
disadvantages. They can be used alone or in combination with other frameworks. Comparison of
impact and objective-based frameworks by Pope el al. (2004) reveals that impact-based
framework focus on minimizing the impacts, while objective-based frameworks maximize TBL
outcomes. TBL or other dimensions of sustainability approaches even though criticized as
reductionist approaches, make decision-making easier through multi-criteria decision-making
techniques. Process-based frameworks by involvingstakehoJders in the decision-making process
are usually crucial for articulating the right vision fora communi tyatthelocal,state,national,or
international levels (Jeon and Amekudzi, 2005). Life cycle assessment is the most widely used
framework in various disciplines for sustainability assessment. Major limitations of LCA are that
it focuses mainly on environmental impacts while reporting on social and economicaspccts of
sustainability is not easy. Moreover, LCA analysis is complex and time-consuming and also
requires large data and boundary definitions (Sahelyel al., 2005),but its cradle to grave
approach encompasses all phasesofa product ora system and hencemakesitthemostdesirable

Of all the frameworks discussed in this chapter, the introduction 0 fthecausal-chainframeworks
within environmental,social,economic and other specific industry relevant indicators has been

eXlremely useful. Niemeijer and de Groot (2008) slaled lhal PSR and DPSIR can caplUre
causality in overall management and policy-making. However,DPSEEA is even one step ahead
as it breaks impact into exposure and efTect, which enhances decision making with regards 10
environmental as well as economic and social aspects. Another important observation in
DPSEEA framework is its similarity with ecological and human health risk assessment and risk

management paradigms as demonstrated by the University example discussed earlier.
Despile the drawbacks, the linkage-based frameworks (including DPSEEA) have been
sllccessfullyapplied for sustainability assessment in various disciplines such as health sector.
agriculture,and mining. It has been shown (CEC.2006; Corvalan e! "I., 1999; WHO. 2004;
ESR, 2005) that the linkage-based frameworks either alone or in combination with other
analytical mClhodssuch as life cycle analysis, multi-criteria decision-making mcthods and risk
analysistechniquesaresuccessfulforsustainabilityassessmenL Linkage-based frameworks with
other frameworks like Triple Bottom Line and integrative impact assessment can be useful for
planning and decision-making for sustainable development (Sadler, 1999; Wilkinson elol.,
2004). Integrated DPSEEA framework provided earlier in Figure 2.3 can help better to
understand complexities and overcome some of the earlier-mentioned limitations.
NiemeijeranddeGroot(2008}suggestthatacausalnetwork,ratherthan a causal unidirectional
link is a more appropriate concept to effectively deal with the complexity of real world
interactions and they have developed a causal network for environmental assessment using
DPSIR. But the application of DPSEEA

framework

for universities (for educational

perfonnance} is explored in detail not only fordevelopingtheca use-effect model for broad and
(or) overall sustainability assessment but also for detailed anal ysis, where these have not been
employed before.

Table 2.4: Comparison of linkage-based frameworks - An example of sustainability in a HEI
(university)

Percentage of expenditure

FacilitiesandinfraSlructurecosls
Labour praclices and decent work (work environment I culture)

This research continues on how DPSEEA framework can be used to evaluate quantitatively

sustainability index for a higher education institution and enhance informed decision-making
(Waheederal.,201Ia,b,c).

Chapter 3: A Quantitative Assessment of Sustainability for Higher Education
Institutions: An Application of DPSEEA Framework'

Implementation of a sustainability paradigm demands new choices and innovative ways of
thinking. Since sustainability has become an integral part of strategies. several conceptual
frameworks have been developed in various disciplines ranging from engineering to business.
Most of these frameworks lack flexibility to be used across disciplines with a unified
interpretation. The main objective of this chpater is to develop a quantitative assessment

framework

of sustainability

using

a

driving

force-pressure-state-exposure-efTect-action

(DPSEEA) framework for a higher education institution (HEI). This framework considers
environmental,social,economic,andeducationalpcrfonnanceascategories of sustainability. A
comprehensive listofperfonnanceindicatorsandan indicatoraggregationmethodisproposedto
assess sustainability using a measure called slistainabi!ityindex (SI). The proposed quantitative
framework is ealled QPSEEA-§ustainability index Model (D-SiM). The D-SiM is a causalitybased model in which the 51 is an outcome of nonlinear efTects of sustainability indicators in
various stages of DPSEEA. To have an improved understanding of input factors (driving forces)
and their impact on sustainability, a simplified empirical model is developed. This empirical
model is based on a2 k ful1 factorial methodology that also evaluates the percent contribution of
driving forces on HEI sustainability. The study reveals Ihat economic development, social equity,
and education in sustainabilityare the major drivers for achieving sustainability in HEls, while
health and safety issues, energy requirements, institutional enhancement, and international

The concept ofsustainabiJityhas permeated into ditTerent disciplines since it was tossed about
two decades ago. In recent years, the focus has been on solving the issues of an ever growing
economy while protecting the environmental systems and enriching the quality of life for the

existing as well as future generations.
One of the key challenges in thesustainability paradigm is that it demands new and innovative
choices and ways of thinking. While the new developments in knowledge and technology are

contributing to economic growth,theyalso have the potential to reduce the risks and threats to
oursocio-political and environmental systems.

ew knowledge and innovations in technology,

management, and policies are challenging public organizations to make new choices in the way
theiroperatiolls,products,services,andactivitiesimpacttheearth,people,andeconomies.

Many tiersofinfonnation-objectives, assessment criteria, in dices. and performance indicators
and variables-are required for the sustainabilityassessment of any system. Majorsllstainability
objectives (or broad goals) are generally set by the triple bottom line (TBL), which includes
environment, social. and economic performance. Selectionofrelevant perfonnance indicators is
essential foraneffectiveassessmentofsustainabilityandeffieientperfonnancemonitoringofa

system. Public institutions and particularly higher education institutions or universities (HEls) are
also facing the challenges of integrating sustainability in the irstrategic planning and development
and developing qualitative and quantitative models formeasuring sustainability of their facilities
and operations.
Sustainability assessment frameworks are as diverse as the range of disciplines where
sustainability is applied. Underlying any sustainable assessment framework is usually a
conceptual model that helps to identify and organize the issues that will define what should be
measured. The main differences among frameworks are the way in which they conceptualize the

main dimensions or categories of sustainable development (TBL Le., environment, social, and
economic), the inter-linkages between these categories, the way they group the issues to be
measured, and the concepts by which they justify the selection and aggregation of indicators.
Sustainability assessment frameworks help to focus and clarify what to measure, what to expect
from measurement, and how to relate measurement with assessment. These frameworks lack the
capability to deal etTectively with difTerent issues of sustainabilityandthe tlexibilitytobe used in
variousdisciplineswithallnifiedinterpretation.
Since sustainable development became an integral part of decision-making and planning in the
international arena, several approaches and conceptual frameworks have been proposed in
various disciplines such as engineering, business, and policy making. The schemes to classify
variollssustainability frameworks also vary, e.g., based on application discipline, methodology,
mathematical techniques or tools, and the level of study. In engineering literature,sustainability
assessment is generally viewed as a multi-objective optimization or multi-criteria decisionmaking problem (Raval and Donnelly, 2002; Balkema el al., 2002; Hellstrom el al., 2000;
Haimes, 1992). Based on a detailed literature seareh (e.g., Jeon and Amekudzi, 2005; Kenwayel

al., 2007; Ouio-Torres, 2007), we have classified the sustainability assessment frameworks into
six majoreategories (Table 2.3).
The main focus of this research is the development ofa quantitative sustainabilityassessment
framework for higher education institutions. A quantitative framework called QPSEEA~ustainabilityjndexModel(D-SiM)

is proposed in this study, whieh is based on the linkage-

based framework, DPSEEA. In the proposed framework, the sustainability indicators are
identified and a multi-criteria decision-making (MCDM) tool is employed for the quantitative
assessment.Thefirstsectionofthischapterprovidesanintroduction to various sustainability
assessment frameworks. The second section elucidates DPSEEA and MCDM techniques. The

third section discusses state-of-the-art sustainability assessment initiatives adopted by higher
education institutions. The fourth seclion proposes D-SiM.The fi fthsectiondevelopsasimplified

empirical model for sustainability assessment based on design of experiment methodology.
Finally, conclusions and recommendations for future research are providedinsectionsix.

The linkage-based frameworks use the concept of"causality"or causc--etTect relationships. These

frameworks provide linkages between each component of the framework by defining indicators
for each component and recognizing eITective actions 10 control and prevent the impacts. The

most common linkage-based framework is pressure-state-response (PSR), which was initially
proposed by Statisties Canada (Friend and Rappon, 1979). Other variations of this framework
include driving force-pressure-state-impact-response (DPSIR), and driving force-pressure-stateexposure-efTeet-action (DPSEEA).ln this study, we have explored the DPSEEA framework in

3.2./. DPSEEAframework

United Nation Agenda 21 highlights that human health is the main focus of any sllstainability
initiative (UN, 1993). In 1996, the World Health Organization (WHO) took a broader approach to

include the impacts of macro driving/orees and pressures on both health and environment
(WHO, 1996) by developing the DPSEEA framework to guide decision actions for reducing the

CorvaUin el 01. (1999) discussed the links among health, environment, and sustainable
development. They presented DPSEEA framework to extend the epidemiological domain to the
policy domain. The DPSEEA can deal with environmental health problems from basic rootcauses to the heallh effects level by identifying and implementingspecific interventions (WHO,

1996). In the context of children's environmental health, Ihe DPSEEA framework has been

further developed as MEME (multiple-exposure-multiple-effects) model, which identified
multiple links between exposures and the health effects (WHO, 2004). Some examples of the
extensive application or the DPSEEA framework in the field of environmental health for the
development of a core set of environmental health indicators are WHO (1999), Environment
Canada (2001), European health indicators (WHO, 2004), Ministries of Health of Australia and
New Zealand (ESR, 2005) and enHealth Council (2002). The DPSEEA framework has also been
used for monitoring health impacts of climate change.
The DPSEEA isa hierarchical causal model that can link measurable sustainability indicators to
human health effects through multiple layers of information. The DPSEEA continuum starts

(Figure 2.2) with drivers of environmental change (anthropogenic) to pressures (on the
environment such as production, consumption, and waste reieases) to changes in the slate (of the
environment such as pollution levels) to exposure (of humans, i.e., interactions between the

environment and humans) to the effects (on health,environment, a ndoverallsustainability)(CEC.
2006). The environmental health indicators provide a link between health and environment to

measure the impactsofa specific policy or management action and facilitateeffectivedecision-

making (WHO, 2001). These indicators should be scientifically valid, politically relevant, and
acceptable to all stakeholders.
The DPSEEA framework is useful as it covers the full spectrumofcause and effect relationships
starting from potential forces to required actions. It brings together professionals, practitioners.
and managers from both environmental and public health fields to help orient them in the larger
schemeoftheproblemforbetterdecisionmakingandproblemsolving.
Like any other sustainability assessment framework, DPSEEA has some disadvantages as well.

As per WHO (1999): "The DPSEEA framelVark lVarks lVell for risks associated lVith
environmental pollution, where the chain/rom drjvjng/orce to source actjvilyandthence to

health effect via emissions and exposure is evident. [. .. ] It is less appropriate. however, in the
case ofphysico/risks, ospresen/edbyno/uro/hozords(e.g.jlooding)orlechn%gy(e.g./ro1ftc
accidents),wherelheconceplof'pressure'islessmeaningful.Nor can il easilybeappliedinfull
to those environmental hazards, such as famine, which affect health more by omission than
commission. Like olher aspeCIS of environmenla/ heallh indicators, Iherefore, Ihe DPSEEA
framework ShOilld be seen as an aid, notastraighl-jacket; iI needs to be adapled and modijied
accordinglocircumslance"
FUssel and Klein (2004) identified that DPSEEA is less suited to represent the complex and

must be adapted or modified. The DPSEEA framework can be made more useful by adapting it to
the requirements of a specific application and introducing quantitative assessment through
numerical functions ascribed to the linkages combined with multiple-criteria decision-making
tools (FOssel and Klein, 2004). A description and comparison of some multi-criteria decision
making tools and techniques, which could be integrated with DPSEEA, are presented in the
following section.

3.2.2. Multi-criteria decision-making (MCDM) methods
For environmental management projects, generally decision makers receive four types of
technical inputs: modelling and monitoring results, risk analysis, cost-benefit analysis, and
preferences of stakeholders. Multi-criteria decision-making (MCDM) methods are used for
decision making in the presence of two or more conflicting objectives under constraints and (or)
deal with decision-analysis processes involving two or more attributes. The general objective of
MCDM is to assist a decision maker or a group of decision makers in choosing the best
alternative. In recent years, several MCDM methods have been proposed (Belton and Stewart,
2002) (Table 3.1).

However, the MCDM methods differ in many aspects, such as in the way the idea of multiple
criteria is considered, the application and computation of weights, the mathematical algorithm
used. the model to describe the system of preferences of the individual facing decision-making,
the level of uncertainty embedded in the data set. and the participation of stakeholders in the
process. The MCDM technique selected will typicallynced to:
•

Deal with complex situations(criteria).considerditTerentscales and aspecls(geographical
scales. micro-macro-Iink).social and technical issues and type ofdata(uncertainties)

•

Involve more than one decision maker (stakeholder participation. actors,communication,
and transparency)

•

Infonn stakeholders in order to increase their knowledge and change their opinion and
behaviour (problem structuring, tool for learning. transparency)

In some categories of decision-making problems, one seeks an optimal choice based ona single
evaluation attribute such as cost, revenue, and risk. But in lllostofthereal world problems, the
concentration is on decision-making with several criteria. Using a decision aid methodology
could help decision-makers to manage the complexities arising from the involvement of multiple
evaluation criteria. The area ofMCDM has grown significantly in the recent past (Hwang and
Lin,1987;Munda,1995;Asgharpour,1998).Generally.thisareaconsistsoftwo major fields'
•

Multiple-Objective Decision-Making (MODM) (Michnik and Trzaskalik, 2002) works on
continuous decision spaces, primarily on mathematical programming with several objective

•

Multiple-Attribute Decision-Making (MADM) (Yoon and Hwang, 1981) focuses on
problems with discrete decision spaces. MADM methods choose an optimal alternative
from a set of alternatives with respcctto scveral evaluation attributes withdifTerentweights.

Table 3.1 : Comparison of common multi-criteria decision making methods

Overallpenormanceofan
altemaliveisdetermined by ils
poorestanribule

Simple and easy to
undersland

Onlyoneanributeisusedlo
represent an altemntive

~:Ia~:~~ba~:;ev~~~;aluatedby its

~~~:~t:~: easy to

Onlyoneanribute is used 10
represent an altemative

Common MCDM methods are described and compared in Table 3.1. Any decision aid model for

multiple-auributeanalysis is required

10

(I) clearly identifydecisionattributesandaltematives;

(ii) assign an importance degree (if applicable) to these attributes;(iii)definetheattainmentsof
altematives for each attribute; (iv)aggrcgarc the anainments ofeach alternative with respect to
attributc weights, which provides a utility degree for each alternative; and (v) compare an drank

the alternatives based on their utility degrees

The progress in achieving goals of sustainable development has been slower than expccted (UN,
2001) for various industries and institutions. A growing number of communities, businesses and
olherorganizations are publicly pledging their commitment to su stainability. Public institutions

and particularly higher education institutions (HEls) all over the world are also commining to
make their campuses sustainable (Prugh etal., 2000), however the real application is yet 10 be

3.3.1. Highcrcducation institutions
The Stockholm Declaration (UNESCO, 1972) was the first reference to slistainabilily in higher

education institutions (HEls) that recognized the interdependency between humanity and the
environment, and suggested several ways of achieving environmental sustainability (UNESCO,
1972). The main tuming point came in 1990 at the Tufts University campus (Talloires. France)

(ULSF, 1990), where over 300 administrators from different colleges and universities world-wide
gathered to discuss the co))ective need to address the challenges of environmental stewardship.

The Talloircs Declaration, a 10-point action plan, was formulated to take these sustainability
challenges seriously and to take leadership toward lessening the demise of the global
environment. This declaration was furthcrstrengthened by later events such as the Halifax and
Swansea Declarations (UNESCO, 1993b) and Kyoto declaration (UNESCO, 1993a).

Consequently, sustainability of HEls has become an important issue for policy makers and
planners because of the realization of the impacts of the activities and operations of universities
on the environment. As a result of this pressure, several universities have embarked on projects
and initiatives to incorporatesustainability into their systems.
A sustainable university is defined by Cole (2003) as "the one that actsuponitslocalandglobal

responsibilities to protect and enhance the health and well-being 0[humans and ecosystems. It
acth'elyengagesthe knowledge o[the university community to address the ecological and social
challengesthatwejacenowandinthejuture".Anotherdefinitionp rovidedbyVelazquezetal
(2006)states"A higher educational institution, asaw},oleorasapart, that addresses, involves

and promotes, on a regional or a global level, the minimization oj negative environmental,
economic,societal,andhealtheffectsgeneratedintheuseo[theirresources inordertojuljill its
junctions o/teaching, research, outreach and partnership, and stewardship in ways to help
society make the transition to slislainable li/estyles·'. Universities are considered as institutions
that promote and inculcate change through interactions of thousands of individuals on campus
and outreach. Barnes and Jennan (2002), Cole (2003), Newman (2006), Alshuwaikhat and
Abubakar (2008),

Velazquez ef al. (2006), and Lozano (2006a) have emphasized that a

sustainable university campus must create a better balance between economic, social. and
environmental goals in policy fonnulation as well as a long-tenn perspective about the
consequences of campus activities. Challenges related to incorporating sustainable development
into all facets of the system, structure, and activitiesofa universityare discussed in the following

3.3.2 Majorsustaillability relatedisslles[or HEls
The main general objectives of all HEls arc to educate students; to preserve and refine existing
knowledge while producing, disseminating, and applying new knowledge; and to define and

assist in finding solutions for problems in sociely. The challenge i s that these objectives have to

be achieved ina sustainable manner. Sustainabilityforuniversitiescan be seen as a necessity not
onlytoavoidthecostsofdeterioratingsocial,environmental,and economic systems but also to
create new opportunities to improve the rate and extent of human deve lopment. These institutions
arc facing serious challenges in integratingsustainability in theirstrategicplanningand
developing qualitative and quantitative assessment models for measuring sustainability.
Sustainable development isarelativelynewand innovative idea for many HEls. Innovation is
usually divided into three categories: (t) product, (iI) process, and (iiI) idea. The sustainable
development for universities falls into an "idea" category, even though it usually carries with it
new products, processes, policies, and values (Lozano, 2006b). Ideally, the concept of sustainable
development should be integrated into the policies, approaches, andleamingofallstakeholders.
In practice, this is not possible in the early stages of implementationofsustainabledevelopment

in a university system. Viebahn (2002) and Clarkealld Kouri (2009) have identified the main
challenges of integrating sustainable development in a universi tysystem:
i)

Environmental protection: Generally energy and material consumption and pollution
generation (not only from lecture halls and laboratories but also from administration areas)
in universities are at par with commercial organizations. Promoting and using energy
savingmeasureswillnotonlybringfinancialgainsbutalsoprovidesignificant social gains.

ii)

Control instruments (regulations): There are no legal bindings or regulations or even
incentives to integrate sustainable development in university po Iicies. The focus has been
on safety measures, whereas the measures related to ecological use of resources are carried
out on voluntary bases. Moreover, the university system is heterarchic (network-based)
instead of hierarchic, which means that feelingofresponsibilityislacking,especiallyonthe
academic side. Also incentives for stafT for careful use of resourcesarelackingascompared

with a commercial organization because Universities have a nonconductive financial
system and non-productive orientalion
iii)

Resource-saving: Many universities have initiated measures to improve environmental
friendliness but a comprehensive resource-saving concept isst ill lacking

Koester et al. (2006) suggested that fora university to evolve suecessfullyinasustainable
manner, all functioning components and linkages within the whole system must be considered

Ball State University USA (oneoflhe leaders in sustainabilily) has applied the concept of"whole
systems approach"', which explicitly recognizes that the entity 0 fa university or other institution
of higher learning is composed of interdependent components that can mimic a complex

ecosystem. Velazquezefal.(2006), Lozano (2006b), Cole (2003),Lidgrenefal.(2006),Koester
ef al. (2006) and Alshuwaikhat and

Abubakar (2008) proposed models thai oITer a clear

perspective about how people responsible forsustainabilityi nitiativesaffect collective behavioral
change by educating stakeholders and promoting consensus-based sustainability goals in
universities. According to Lozano (2006b),a large percentage of university leaders and faculty
members worldwide are unaware of sustainable development goals and its principles, and even if
they arc aware of them, they have done little to incorporate them into their courses, curricula,
research, and outreach. Therefore, the main problems faced by the universities can be
summarized as (I) finding ways and means for effective and efficient incorporation of
sustainabilityconcepts into the policies, education, research ,outreach, and campus operations of
a university, and (2) establishing a system that makessustainab Ie development an integral part of
the university culture and creates a multiplying effect within the institutionand in the society as a

3.4.I.Problemitlentijicationulldforltlulutioll
There is no single bcst way of organizing and viewing the relationshipsbctweensocio-economic
development, environmental impacts, and human health indicators, which are important
ingredients of sustainability measurement. The literature indicates that major decision categories
for HElsare (i) increasing the focus of research and curriculum on sustainability, (ii) selection of
environment-friendly construction and procurement, (iii) community outreach. and (iv)
assessment measures for environmental, economic, social, and educational erliciency and
benefits. As higher education systems and academic environments are fundamentally similar in
all universities, therefore, a framework for a given university will require similar types of
indicators for sustainability assessment and decision-making. Lozano (2006b) recommends that
to apply or design any sustainability framework one must consider not only the environmental,
social, and economic categories but also the educational performance with the following
indicators: (i) education (courses and curricula), (ii) research (basic and applied), (iii) campus
operations, and (iv) community outreach. Extending these categories and recognizing the
hierarchical causal links among driving forces-pressures-state-exposure-effects (criteria or
indices), a comprehensive list of indicators for a modelling framework is proposed to assess
sustainabilityusingameasurecalledslIstllinabilityindex(TabIe 3.2). Seven indicators have been
identified for llrivingforce. These seven indicators belong to the four major categories of
sustainability identified above. Similarly, IS, 15, 12, and 7 indicators have been identified for

pressure. state. exposure and effects, respectively. For each stage in the DPSEEA framework,
Ihese indicators can still be categorized as either environment. economic,social,oreducation

A detenninistic modelling framework for sustainability assessment is proposed in this chapter.
The primary objective of this framework is to develop a meaningful sustainability assessment tool
for higher education institutionstomakeinfonneddecisions. The proposed framework can help
identify and evaluate single and multiple efTects ofa driving force or policy on slistainability

index (SI). Thepresslires are associated with various phases in lhe lifecycleofan institution's
development, related to raw materials, use, processing, distribution, transportation, final
consumption and disposal. Bothpresslireanddrivingforcearethem ostefTectivepointsofhazard
control. The DPSEEA framework (Figure 2.2) shows that the preventive actionsandcontrolsare
the best actions for risk management and achieve sustainability in a cost efTective manner
The indicators identified in Table 3.2 are connected hierarchicall ythroughcausalrclationships
that finally lead to the quantitative assessmcntofsustainability. Finally, the indicatorsofejJects
are used to estimate slistainability index (Figure 3.1). The proposed quantitative framework is
called QPSEEA-liustainabilitYindex,Model (D-SiM) and consists ofsevcnproceduralstcps,the
details of which are illustrated in Figure 3.2.
Stcpt-Sciectingsustainabilityindicators:Thefirststepinvolves selection of suitable
sustainabilityindicators in each stage of DPSEEA. Eachindicator should represent a unique
aspcctofsustainability;therefore,selcctingarelevantmeasurable indicator isa key for successful
assessment of sustainability. The identification process isa subjective and qualitative process
because the objcctives of sustainability can be interpreteddifTerently by different stakeholders.

Table 3.2: Proposed list of indicators for sustainability assessmentin universities using DPSEEA

corresponding loenvironmenl (Env.), economics (Eco.),social (Soc.),andeducalion(Edu.)

Figure3.I:ProposedD-SiMforsustainabilityassessmentofuniversities
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The sustainability indicators identified and included in D-SiM are based on a comprehensive
study of institutions that have employed sustainability initiatives. Some include USC (2007a),
UBC (2007b), Rodriguezelal. (2002), Lozano (2006a),Cole (2003),Shriberg(2002),Viebahn
(2002), Clarke and Kouri (2009), Lukman el al. (2010), Goognough el al. (2009), and
Evangelinoselal.(2009).
The validity of indicators has been assessed by comparing them with Global Reponing Indicators
(GRI,2006) for universities and ilsmodificmion provided by Lozano (2006a).Amajorchallenge
in the selection of indicators is to consider various stagesofDPSEEA-drivingforce,presslIres,

changes inslale, exposlIres, andejJecls not only for the environment but also for the society,
economics, and educational performance. Asaclion is an exogenous and decision variable, no

indicators are required for it. A total of fifty-six sustainability indicators are identified for a
typical educational institution,whereeach indicator is classified under environment, economics,
social,oreducationalcategories(Table3.2).lndicatorselection is also explained in Sections

Driving/orees are usually based on policies that detennine trends in economic development,
technology development. consumption panems, and population growth.lnthepresentcase.the
relevant indicators for driving forces are international research and development trends,
institutional

enhancement~

energy requirement. economic development. health and safety issues,

social equity, and education sustainability. These drilling/orees generate different kinds of

pressures in various categories, which are indicated as
•

Environment: production of waste and consumption of resources, emissions, cmucnts,
wastes, transport, and products and services;

•

Ecollomy:educationcost,operationandmaintenallcecost;

•

Society: labor practices and decent work environment, human rights, and quality of
management; and

The indicator"products and services" under environment refers to responsible purchasing of
paper and furniture for the university. Service represents challengesfacedbytheuniversitiesto
respond to local, regional,andglobal environmenlal and societal challenges in the sustainable

development(Lukmanelol.,2010).
Generally, pressllres lead to changes in theslale of the environment, as seen when land use is
changed (deforestation or drainage problems) or when concentration of emissions and emuenlS

and waste increases. energy resourcesaredcpleted,airquality.transport. noise level. and water
demand are exceeded, and the state of responsible procurement.

Figure 3.2: ProceduralstepsforD-SiM implementation
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The pressure on the economyofa university is indicated by change in facilities and infrastructure
costs and the proportion of expenditures in difTcrent areas. Theexisti nghealth, safety, and

security situation, the state of quality management, and social eq uity represent the state of social
aspects of a university. The number and percentage of courses on sustainability and
administration support. grants, publications/productsand programsandcenters,andcommunity
activity and leamingservicesindicatethestateofeducational perfonnanceofa university. Orr
(1991) and Lidgren etal. (2006) argued thallhe slate of our world today is not the work of
<'ignorant" people, but is rather the result of work by the people with "university" degrees
Therefore, the inclusion of sustainability education in univers itycurriculumisveryimportant.

Exposure requires that people are present both at the place and time when the state of the
environment changes and becomes hazardous. Exposllre thus refers to the intersection between
people and environmental hazards. Levels of exposure may range from "harmless and
acceptable" to "dangerous and unacceptable", depending on the potential for physical harm.
Given known exposures and the knowledge of dose-response relations, estimates can be made of
the health risk ofspecifrc hazards to the extent that current know ledge allows. Although "hazard"
describes the potential for causing harm to human health, it says nothing about the statistical
probability that such harm will occur. In contrast, "risk" is a quantitative estimate of the
probabilityofdamageassociatedwithexposuretoa hazard. This framework does not focus on
whether a resultant altered state of the environment creates a haza rd to human health depending
on the degree to which humans may actually be exposed. It focuses on eXfXJsure and impacts
caused by the changes in state with respect to environment, economic, social, and educational
perfonnanceofa university by the following indicators: changes in environmental conditions,
proportion exposed to poor environmental conditions, hazardous waste, poorwaterquality,high
noise levels, impacts on energy resources, existing state and cost, facilities planning, social
impacts, proportion of research support for sustainability, proportion of multi-/inter-/intra-

disciplinary programs and curriculum, and proportion of programs involving community and
university.
The indicators representingtheeJJecls fora university due to defi ned eXfJOsures consist of human
heahh.ecologicalandsocial risks, effects on biodiversity, reduced maintenance costs. revenues
through education cost and investments, and educational pcrformance.
Step 2 - Establishing causality: To define relationships between cause and effect, a sign
convention of causal relationships is established between connections: (I) For example, positive
causality refers to the connection between sustainability and quality, i.e., when quality improves
sustainability increases and vice versa, and similarly (i0 negative causality refers to the
connection between sustainability and pollwion, Le., an increase in pollution reduces
sustainabilityand vice versa.
A list of connections (causal relationships) among various sustainabilityindicators ispresentcdin
Table 3.3. For example, a pressure indicator PI (production of greenhouse gases) isafTected bya
set of driving/orees {D I -, D2+, D3+, D4+, D7-}, where increases in D 1 (global/local research and
development trends) and D7 (education in sustainability trends) decrease the production of
greenhouse gases. Similarly, the driving/orees Dz, D3, and D4 positively impact PI, Le., increases
in these indicators increase Ph and vice versa. Using the same principles, connections are
established betweenpressllres andslales, slales and exposllres, and exposures and effeels.
Step 3- Assigning weights (strength) of causality: Assigning weights (i.e., defining causal
strength) is an important step in D-SiM. The weights (w,) are assigned to input indicators based
on their relative importance for a response sustainability indicator. For example, apresslire
indicator PI is affected by a set of indicators {D h Dz, D3, D4 , D,}, therefore the relative weights
are assigned to these five input indicators. The values of these weights vary in an interval [0 1]
Table 3.3 provides the weight matrix for each dependent sustainability indicator. Assignment of

weighlsisalsodiscussed in Sections 4.4.3 and 5.2.3. The type of causality (negative or positive)
detennincs the value of the strength, as given in Table 3.4

Step 4-Activating driving rorce(defining inputvalucs): As DPSEEA is a causal model, the
input values are defined fordrivingjorce indicators. Once the

SUSI ainabilityindicatorsfordriving

force are activated, the D-SiM estimates the intennediate indicators at various stages of the
DPSEEA framework. These input indicators are "mc3sured" v31ues or are defined byadecision
maker. A simple approach is proposed here. in which the current level of driving force indicators
are defined linguistically. Table 3.5 provides a linguistic meaning of activation levels for
sustainabililyindicators.
StepS-Making inference: Afterselectionofindicators,anappropriatemulti-criteriadecision
making(MCDM)mcthodisusedforaggregatingandevaluatingtheactivation level of dependent
indicators. We propose the simple weighted average method, because it is intuitive and most
widelyusedbecauseofitssimplicity.ltconsidersthetradeofTsamong attributes. Aflerassigning
weights and activating input indicators, an inference to estimate activation for any dependent
indicator can be made using the following equation:

[3.1]

Aj =

[w :w::~:: . ~::;Xn)

whereAj is the estimated activation level ofadependent indicatorj,wiistheweightassigned to
the indicator i, and X represents predefined (orpredetennined) activation valuesofcontributing
indicators.Thisfonnulation is valid for any dependent indicatori npressure(P),state(S),

exposure (E), and efTect (Fi stages
Step 6 - Estimating effects: The step five is repeated in succession until we estimate activation
values for seven sustainability indicators of effects. The efTects indicators arc then grouped into

environl11ent.econol11ics, social and education categories usingthe same fonnulation as described
in Equalion(3.1)
Step 7 - Determining sustainability index (Sn: To measure the sustainability ofa higher
education institution quantitatively, the sustainability index (SI) is calculated using the following

whereAuvisanactivationlevelofenvironmcntaleffeCls.Aeconisan activation level of economic
effeCls,AsoeanactivationlevelofsocialeffeC1S,andA.duisanactivationlevelofeducation

effecls. Higher values ofSI represent that an inslitution is"suslainablc" and vice versa. The
estimated valuesofSI can be used to determine ranking of various universities with respect to
suslainabilily.Equalion(2)ismodifiedtoassurethalSI

E

[0, I],lhereforenormalized SI can be

3.4.3 Demollstrlltioll ofD-SiM
Table 3.6 demonstrates the use ofD-SiM. Forexamplc. fora particular set of input values of
driving forces

{DI.~,

...• D7}, sustainability index is determined. In this example, "international

research and dcvclopmcnttrcnds/advancemcnt"(DI) is assigned a value of 0.9. "institutional
enhancemcnt" (D2) and "sustainability education" (D7) are assigned 0.4 and 1.0. respectively.
Similarly. "cnergy requirements" (D3), "economic development" (D4 ), "health and safety issues"
(D,) and "social equity" (D.) are assigned values of 0.5, 0.5, 0.5, and 0.65, respectively (the

linguistic meaning of these values is given in Table 3.5).

Table 3.4: Linguistic meaning of causality weights
Strrngtllofpositin
auulity

Stmtgthofneptin
auutity

Table 3.5: Linguisticmeaningofactivationofinputindicators

Thesedrivingforcescausepressuresonthefourcategories.Each pressure is caused by one or
more driving forces. For example, the resulting activation level for PI is 0.36. The D-SiM
calculates the activation fcreach dependent indicator based on defined weights and values of
activation of input indicators. After estimating the effects indicators, sustainability index is
calculated (Eqs. 2 and 3) from the sustainability categories-environmental,economic.social,
and education by assuming the weights of these categories as 0.6, OA,O.2 and 0.8. This results in
a nonnalized value of sustainability SI N ofO.97. Now if the driving forceDl is reduced to OA,the
SIN reduces loO.94. The efTect of changing lJ.J is even more profound, e.g., ifit is reduced toOA,

the SIN reduces to 0.74. It is noticed that increases in inputvalu esfrom Dzto D6 result in higher

Table 3.6: Activation levels of sustainability indicators-an example
51,
0.9

0.34

0.4

0.33

0.5

0.35

0.5

0.82

0.5

0.25

0.27

0.26

0.61

0.57

0.01

0.26

0.17

0.23

0.59

0.28

0.97

0.12

0.56

0.28

0.20

0.21

0.59

0.20

0.20

0.63

0.59

0.52

0.56

0.59

0.57

0.57

0.78

0.59

0.88

0.65

0.65

0.88

0.31

0.69

0.96

1.00

1.00

0.78

0.78

0.56

3.5./. Empiric(IImodel
TheD-SiM is a causality-based model in which the final value of asustainabilityindex (SI) isan
outcome ofa multitude of non-linear effects of sustainability indicalOrs in various stages of

DPSEEA. To benercomprehend the contributions of various input factors (Dk, driving forces)
and theirelTects on SI, a 2' full factorial Design of Experiment (DoE) methodology is used.
Seven input factors

(Dk), each defined at

two levels, were used in D-SiM simulation experiments.

The values of each of these input factors were inan interval [0, I]. where 0 refers to "low"and I
refers to "high" level. Therefore, a total of 128 simulation ex peri ments(k= 7) were perfonned

usingtheD-SiM model for various combinations of input factors, as defined in Table 3.7. The
response (SI",) value is estimated for each experiment and used to build a simplified empirical

model,asdescribedbelow.
The estimated effects of each input factor and their possible interactions and percent

contributions are provided in Table 3.8. The normal probability plotofelTects shows that all the

main/actors are significant, and all interactions are not important (Figure 3.30). Thus, the
regression model intennsofactualinput factor values (i.e., E[0, I]) will be

[3.4]

Sl.v =0.007+0.0290,

+0.0450, +0.07403 +0.1600. + 0.0860 s +0.169 0.+0.4200,

wheretheinputfactorsareD.(k=1,2, ...• 7);andD.e[0.1]
Table 3.7: Seven input factors for full factorial experimentation

Tablc3.8:Percentcontributionofmainfactorsonsustainabilityindex(SI",)
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To check the model adequacy, the analysis of variance (ANOVA) is performed (Table 3.9). The
results of ANOVA are similar to the effects estimation. All the major factors have the p-value
less than 0.0001, which indicates they are significant factors. Figure 3.3b shows the normal

probability plot of residuals. It can be observed that the residuals are not aligned into a straight
line. They fall into three separate zones. At each zone, residuals are very close to each other,

which makc lhem look like non-normality.

93.63% of total sums of squares. Thus, to refine this empirical model,the full 27 factor design is
projected into full 2] factor design with 16 replicates for each experiment. The projected model
results show that all the major factors are significant while the interactions between them are nonsignificant. The results of ANOVA presented in Table 3.9 concur with the eITect analysis. Thus

the refined regression model in terms of actual input factor values ( Le.,E[O.l])willbe:

[3.5J

~=O.124+0.156D4+0.169D6+0.420D7

wheretheinputfactorsD.(k=1,2, ... ,7);andD.E[O,l].

Table 3.9: Analysis of variance (ANOVAJ for a 2'full factordesign

3.2854E+05
7.6042E+05

1.00ooE-05
7.8743

To check the model adequacy, the lack-of-fitanalysis is used. TheresultsarelistedinTable3.IO.

Thep-value of I

forlack~of-jit

indicates that the model can predict the responses very well. To

further check the adequacy, the analysis of residuals is done. Figure 3.4 shows the normal

probability plot of residuals. The residuals are aligned with a straight line,which indicates there

are no severe non-normality issues. Comparing this model with the full factor model, it is noted
that the refined model is more adequate than the full factor model in terms of the residuals'
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3.5.2.Sellsitivityullulysis
It can be seen from the ANOYA presented in Section 5.1 (Table 3.10) that more than 70%

contribution to the sustainability index (SIN) values is from "'Educalion sustainability(D 7)". To
understand further the impacts ofa factor D7, the following fouf scenarios are generated by
fixing:

Seenario3:D,=OandD6= I;and

Ineachscenario,lhevalueof~isvariedoveraninterval[O,l],while
the

change in the value of

Slisrecorded.Figure3.5providesthelinearcharacteristiccurves for these foufscenarios. It can

be seen that D-, plays a very significant role in achieving the sustainabi litygoalsforauniversity.
Another interpretation of this plot is that a unit change in "education sustainability" brings
approximately 0.42 unit change in SI for the given values ofD4 and D6 {see the coeflicientofD7
in Equation (5».

FigureJ.S:CharacterisliccurvesforfourscenariosofD 7 -sensilivityanalysis

3.5.3.Polellli%[DPSEEA
The DPSEEA framework is similar to ecological and human health risk management paradigms.
To be useful for the identification and monitoring of sustainability of an institution and for the
development of response strategies, the DPSEEA framework should be extended in a nexible
way to include indicators relevant to an institution and combined with multi-criteria decision
tools for better interpretation of causal links. QPSEEA §ustainabilitYlndexModel (D-SiM)
presents a detenninistic quantitative framework for assessing thesustainabilityofaninstitution.
There are two major challenges of employing the DPSEEA framework for the assessment of
sustainability in educational institutions. First, a conceptual framework for an educational
institution should ideally be able to consider all factors that afTect the causation of an efTecton
humans, biodiversity,andecology. However,thecausal pathways along which activities of an
institution may affect humans, biodiversity, ecology, economic perfonnance, and social well-

being are very diverse and complex. Some efTects occur as a direct consequence ofa person
being exposed to pollutant (e.g., wastewater),whereasothersaretheconsequenceofacomplex
interaction of environmental. ecological, and social factors (e.g., educational perfonnance.
economic development). As a result, the choice of suitable indicators for monitoring
sustainabilityofaninstitutionisdifficultandcrucial.Second,the causation of increase in social
risksofien involves complex interactions between social and non-social risk factors. Therefore.
the original DPSEEA framework is extended by adding educational perfonnance indicators for
sustainability assessment ofa higher education institution

Several approaches and conceptual frameworks have been proposed and developed in various
disciplines ranging from engineering to business and policy making for sustainability. These
frameworks lack nexibilityto be used in various disciplines with a unified interpretation and have
their own limitations and capabilities to deal withdifTerent issues of sustainability effectively. An
integrated quantitative framework is developed for sustainability assessment for a higher
education institution (HEI) using the linkage-based approach drivingforce-pressure-stateexposure-elTeel-aetion (DPSEEA) by using a simple weighted average (an MCDM) method
Application of sustainable development for HEls (universities) is a relatively new phenomenon
and is very challenging because of the complex set-up of universities. A large percentage of
university leaders and faculty members worldwide are unaware of sustainable development goals
and principles, or if they are aware of them, they have made little etTortto incorporate them into
their courses, curricula, research. and outreach. Therefore, the main problems faced by the
universities can be summarized as (I) finding ways and means forefTective incorporation of
sustainabilityconcepts into the policies, education, research,outreach,andcampusoperationsof
a university, and (2) establishing a system that makes sustainabIe development an integral part of

the university culture and creates a multiplyingefTect within the institutionand in thesocietyasa

The proposed modelling framework provides a meaningful sustainability assessment tool for
HEls to make informed decisions. This framework considers not only the environmental, social,
and economic categories but also the educational perfonnance. Extending these categories and
recognizingthehierarchicalcausallinksamongdrivingforces-pressures-state-exposure-effects,a
comprehensive list of indicators for the modelling framework is proposed to assess sustainability
using a measure called slIslainabiliTy index. The proposed quantitative framework is called
QPSEEA-~uslainability index

Model (D-SiM). The D-SiM is a causality-based model in which

lhe final value ofa sustainability index (SI) is an oUlcomeofnon linear effects of sustainability
indicators in various stagesofDPSEEA. To develop a simplified emp irical model anddetennine
the contribution of various driving forces on sustainabilityofHEI,aZ*full faclOrial methodology
isadoptcd. This study revealed that financial and economic growth rate, social equity index, and
education in sustainability trends are the major drivers forachicvingsustainability in HE!. Less
significant drivers in descending order are health and safety index, annual energy requirements
rate,institutionalenhancementrate,andglobal/localrcsearchanddevelopmenttrends
In the present fonn, the D-SiM is a complex interaction model that describes cause-effect
interactions from driving force to pressure, pressure to state, state to exposure, and exposure to
effect. Notwithstanding the somewhat subjective nature of the analysis,D-SiMcancontributeto
more rational decision-making by analyzing decisive indicators, tradeoffs, and weighting
sensitivities, establishing complex interactions between stages, and incorporating uncertainty·
based analysis. These concepts will be explored in the followingc hapters.

Chapter 4: Uncertainty-based Quantitative Assessment of Sustainability for
Higher Education Institutions'

Evaluation of sustainability in various facets of life is gaining increasing importance
Traditionally, different rnulti-criteriadecision-making melhodshavebeenusedforsustainability
assessment. "Sustainability" can be a qualitative concept, and as such several researchers have

attempted fuzzy logic for the quantitative assessment of sustainability. This chapter outlines a
new evaluation model based on fuzzy multi-criteria decision-making. The model is tested for
sustainability assessment of higher education institutions (HEls).It is based on a driving forcepressure-state-exposure-efTect-action (DPSEEA) framework and is called ,!!ncertainly-based
QPSEEA-§ustainability index Model (uD-SiM). The uD-SiM is a causality-based model in

which the sustainabilityindcx is an outcome of nonlinear impacts of sustainability indicators i n
different stages of DPSEEA. The percent contribution of driving forcesollthesustainability
index of HEIs is investigated using sensitivity analysis. The study reveais that education in
sustainability and global and local research trends are the major driving forces for achieving
sustainability in HEls, followed by financial and economic growth rate, social equity, energy
requirements rate, and institutional enhancement, in descending order. The results ofuD-SiM

Given the environmental, economical, and social pressures on sustainability, opportunities are
emerging fordifTerent societal stakeholders and institutions to engage in innovative ways for
advancing more sustainable practices. Higher education institutions (HEls), particularly
universities, hold a unique position in society, as they have the potential to promote and
encourage societal response to sustainabilitychallenges facing communities around the world
through interactions of thousands of individuals on campus and outreach to millions (Stephenset

al.2008). Therefore, universities promote sustainability on campus by reth inking their missions
and restructuring their research programs,curriculum,and life style on campus, and enhancing
their trans-disciplinary activities with other societal institutions. According to Viebahn (2002),
Clarkealld Kouri (2009), Velazquezet al. (2006), Lozano (2006b), and Cole (2003), the key

characteristicsofaslIstainableuniversityareto
•

promotctransformativeratherthan transmissive education bypreparingstudentstoaddress
complexsustainabilitychallenges

•

emphasize intcr-and trans-disciplinary research and science

•

enhance problem-solving skills ineducatioll that are pertincnttothesocietalgoals

•

establish networks that can tap into varied expertise around the campus to share resources
emcientlyandmeaningfullY,and

•

provide leadership and vision that promotes the needed change andguidestoalong-term
transformation of the university that is responsive to the changing needsofasociety.

Since the Talloires Declaration in 1990 (ULSF, 1990),lnternationalAssociationofUniversities
(IAU) is very active in promotingsustainability in universities andcreatingproactiveleadership
towardslesseningthedemiseoftheglobalenvironment.IAUcontinuesto exert pressure through

otherdeelaralionssueh as the Halifax and the Swansea Deeiarations(UNESCO, 1991, 1993b)
and KYOIO Declaration (U ESCO, 1993a),and as a resultoflhis pressure, signedeommilmenls
and voluntary decisions, several universities have embarked on projects and initiatives to
incorporatesustainabilityintotheirsystems.
The application of sustainable development for universities is a relatively new phenomenon and
is very challenging because of the complex set-up of universities. A large percentage of
university leaders and faculty members worldwide are unaware of sustainable development goals
andprinciples,oriftheyareawareofthem,theyhavemadelinleefTontoincorporatetheminto

As the primary objectives of universities include not only to educate students, preserve and
advance knowledge but also to find sustainable solutions for societalproblemsthroughresearch,
therefore the policy-and decision-makers are facing challenges tointegratesustainabilityintheir
strategic planning and development and to assess quantitatively the impact of sustainability
programs in their institutions (Barth etal.,2007; Clarke and Kouri, 2009). A decision support
tool is required that can guide what actions should (or not) be taken to achieve sustainable
development. Therefore, the main problems faced by universities can be summarized as (I)
finding ways alld means for effective incorporationofsustainabil ityconcepts into the policies,
education, research, outreach, and campus operations ofa university, and (2) establishing a
system that makes sustainable development an integral part ofthe university culture and creates a
multiplyingeITectwithintheinstitutionandinthesocietyasawhoIe.
Universities all over the world are committing to provide sustainable campuses; likewise
Canadian universities are also at the forefront of sustainability initiatives. According to Lukman

elal. (2010) various ranking tables for universities are availabletoaccessthequalityof

universities and these rankings are based on different methodologies and indicators. In 2007,

Sustainable Endowments institute started issuing a college sustainability report card for the
universities in thc United States. The report card includes Canadian universities since 2008. The

primarymotivebchindthisReportCardwasthatuniversitiesshouldbcranked not oniy on their
education and research quality but also on their potential to demonstratesustainable principles in
their campus operations. Sustainable Endowmenls Institute's College Sustainability Report Card
for2010 (SEI, 2009) was used to provide a systematic comparison of sustainability initiatives in
various universities across Canada (Table 4.1). Table 4.1 also in cludesadditionalinfonnation

related to water use and disposal, curriculum initiatives, waste management, and annual
sustainabilityreports. The information presented here is obtained by researching various websites of universities and infonnally contacting their sustainabi lityoffices. It can be seen that all
major universities are spearheading theirefTortson energyconservat ion, building retrofit (green

buildings),andrecyclingofwaste.

Waheede(al. (201Ia) have earlier proposed a QPSEEA-§ustainabilityjndexModel(D-SiM),
which was applied to higher education institutions (universit ies)(refertoChapter3).TheD-SiM
isa linkage-based framework in which the final valueofsustainab ility index (SI) is an outcome

ofnonlinearefTectsofsustainabilityindicalors.Linkage-basedsustainability frameworks use the
concept of caliSalityorealise-effect relationships. These are the mo stpopularfomlofindicator
reporting (World Resource Institute (WRI, 2005); Organization for Economic Corporation and
Development (DEeD, 1999); European Environment agency (EEA, 2001); (UN, 1996)). These

causality frameworks share roots in the stress-response framework originated by Stats Canada
(Friend and Rapport, 1979).

In each framework, a causal chain is defined where a distinction is made between (I) forces that
acton the environment, (2) changes as a consequence of those forcesintheenvironment,and(3)
societal reaction to those changes. The most common types of linkage-based framework are
pressure-slate-response (PSR), driving force-pressure-stale-impacl-response (DPSIR), and
driving force-pressure-state-exposure-effect-action (DPSEEA). These frameworks mainly differ
in the degree to which they subdivide the steps in the causal chai n.
The DPSEEA theoretically provides a better insight into causality because it subdivides into
more steps (continuums) and also brings out the imponant distinction between state and impact.
At a macro level, changes in society, such as population growth or income increase, may exert
different and variable pressures on the environment as driving forces, depending on the
constellation of driving forces and on the way a society deals with such changes. Also, it leads to
the fact that driving forces do not necessarily lead to an increase in certain pressures but may
lead to reductions in particular pressures. The DPSEEA framework illustratesthecause-efTcct
relationships for various driving forces, pressures, and statesofsustainability, the impacts inthe
form of exposure, and the effects of these causes ina hierarchical fashion.TheactionslO
mitigate the adverse effects could be taken at various stages of DPSEEA -driving forces
(preventiveaction),pressures,states,exposures,orefTects.Drivingforcesarethesocioeconomic and socia-cultural forces driving anthropogenic activities, which increase or mitigate
pressures on the environment. This provides a secondary level of analysis mainly for policy-or
decision-makers. This is described in detail in various reports by the UN Commission on
Suslainable Development (CSD, 1995). Figure 4.1 illuslrates DPSEEA for higher education
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Figurc4.I:Drivingforce-prcssure-state-exposure-efTecl(DPSEEA) framework

TheQPSEEA-~ustainabilityjndexModel(D-SiM)canhelptoidentifyand
evaluate

single and

multiple effects ofa drivingforce or policy on sustainability index (SI) (Figure 3.1). In the
present form, D-SiM is a detenninistic model that employs multi-criteria decision-making
(MCDM) techniques to make inferences throughout the model, and finally estimates a point
estimateofslIstainabilityinde:r:(SI)-asurrogatemeasureofsustai nability

The indicators identified in Table 3.2 are connected hierarchicallythroughcausalrelationships
that finally lead to the quantitative assessment ofsustainabilit y.

4.2./. D-SiMprocedllre
The following seven steps constitute D-SiM:

Step I identifies core indic3tors for"D"drivingforce,"P"pressure."S·state.'·coexposureoand
hE'efTect.undereach perfonnance category of suslainability (environment. economic,social.

and education),as shown in Table 3.2. The identification processisasubjectiveandqualitative
processbecausetheobjectivesofsustainabilitycanbeinterpreteddifTeremlybydifTerent
stakeholders. The sustainability indicators identified and included in D-SiM are based on a
comprehensive study of institutions that have employed sustainability initiatives,such as UBC
(2007o,b); Rodriguez el 0/. (2002); Lozano (2006b); and Cole (2003).

A total of fitly-six sustainability indicators are identified fora typical educational institution,
where each indicator is classified under environment. economics, social, or educational
calegorics (Table 3.2).
Step 2 establishes causality relationships between cause and effectusinga positive and negative
sign convention. where
•

positive causality refers to the connection between quality and sustainability, i.e., when
quality improves sustainabilityand vice versa. and

•

negative causality refers to the connection between pollution and sustainability, therefore
an increase in pollution reduces the sustainabilityandvice versa.

Step 3 uses the same principles and establishes connections in subsequent stages, between
pressures and states, states and exposures, and exposuresandefTects.Theweightsorstrengthsof
causality (w;) are assigned to input indicators based on their relative importance toa response
sustainability indicator. The values of these weights may vary inan interval [0, I]. The type of
causality (negative or positive) determines the value of the strength. Expert opinion was used to
rank the connections and once the ranks were established weights were assigned at various
stages, as shown in Table 3.3.
Step 4 defines the input values for driving force indicators. The linguistic scale for activation
levels of sustainability indicators at all stages are defined as no (O.O),extreme/ylow (0.10). very

lolV (0.25), IOIV(0.45), medium (0.50), high (0.65), very high (0.75), eXlremelyhigh (0.90), and
absolute (1.0). The input values can be "measured" values or hcuristicallydefinedbyadecisionmaker. Once the sustainability indicators for driving force are activated, the D-SiM estimates the
values for intermediate indicators in various stages of the DPSEEAframework
Step 5 uses a simple weighted average method for aggregating and evaluating the activation

level of dependent indicators in each stage of the DPSEEA framework.JnD-SiM,theinference
to estimate activation for any dependent indicator is the normalized value of summation of the
product of weight and activation value

whereAj is the estimaled activation levelofadependent indicatorj,wi isthe weight assigned to

theindicatori,andX represents predefined (or predetermined) activation values of contributing
indicators. This formulation is valid for any dependent indicator in pressure (P), state (S),
exposure(£), and effect (Fl stages

Step 6 provides an estimation of effects under environment, economics, social, and education
categories.Asimpleweightedaveragemethodisusedforaggregation

Step 7 estimates the overall sustainability of a university through a surrogate measure,
sustainabilityindex(SI),whichisdefinedasafunctionofenviron mental,economic,social,and

education categories. HighervaluesofSI represent that an institutionis"sustainable"andvice
versa. The estimated valuesofSI can be used todetennine rankingofvari ous universities with
respect to sustainability. The final relationship is written as

Afnv istheestimatedactivationlevelofenvironmentaleffecls;
A.conistheestimatedactivationlevelofeconomice.f[ecls;
Asoc is the estimated activation level of social e.f[ecls;
A6du is the estimated levelofeducationejJects;

T1 and T2 are the normalization factors (to convert the values inthefullrangeof[O, 1];
Wenv

is the causal weight for environmental e.f[ecls;

wecoisthecausalweighlforcconomiceffeC1S;
Wsoc is the causal weight for social e.f[ecls;
Wedu

isthe causal weight for education e.f[ecls;

Slisthesustainabilityindexvalue.

TheT 1 and T2 in this equation are used to map the results in the rangeof[O, 1]. We ran various
scenarios and estimated the minimum (worst) and the maximum (best) possible value of
sustainabilityindexbeforenormalization.Later,thesevalues are used to normalize the results as
following"
SJ=(SI"-Min)/(Max-Min)
SJ=T,·(SI")-T,

SI'=Sustainability index (un-normalized)
T,=I/(Max-Min)
T,=Min/(Max-Min)

4"2.2.ACritiqlleoIlD-SiM
In D-SiM,eachpressure is caused by one or more driving forces,e ach state is caused by one or
more pressures, and likewise exposure and effect are caused by one or more states and

exposures, rcspcctively. The D-SiM calculates the activation for each dependent indicator based
on defined weights and values of activation of input indicators. After estimating the effects
indicators, slistainabilityindex isca1culated using Eq. [2] from the sustainability categoriesenvironmental.economic,social,andeducationbyassumingtheweightsofthesecategories.
To better comprehend the contributions of various input factors(D.. driving!orces) and theirefTeclS on
SI,a2'full factorial Design of Experiment (DoE) methodology is employed. Seven input factors (D.),
each defined at t\Yo levels. are used in D-SiM simulation experiments. The values of each of these input
factors are in an intcrval [0. Il, where 0 refers to"low" and I refers to "high" 'evel. Therefore. alotal of

has been well established that sustainabilityassessment is a challenging task due to involved
uncertainties and vagueness. The complexity is furtheraggravatcd due to inhcrcntrandomness in
thc processes and interdependency among various factors intheproposedframework.llwasalso
found that assigning of point values to the basic sustainability indicators and the overall
asscssmentthroughD-SiMbearssubjectivityandunccrtaintythat may lead to less confidence in
theSI estimates. Although the D-SiM in the present form can help in rational decision-making
through aggregating numerous sustainability indicators and establishing causality-based
interactions among these indicators, however it does not explicitly address the issue of
uncertainty related to vagucness and subjectivity. To achieve e nhancedunderstandingofthe
interrelations among sustainability indicators ofhighereducation institutions, it is import'antto
include uncertainty analysis sin the decision-making model. This chapter introduces an
unccrtainty-basedD-SiM(uD-SiM)tocountcrthedcficiencydescribedintheearliermodel.Thc
newly proposed model will provide morc realistic results and help improve the decision-making
process. Following section provides basic infonnation related to uncertaintymodclling. Section

4.4 provides a formulation for the proposed uncertainty-based D-SiM, followed by results and
discussion and comparison of D-SiM and uD-SiM in Section 4.5. Finally, conclusions are
presented in Section 4.6

There are two kinds of uncertainties: the first arises as variabilityresulting from heterogeneity or
stochasticity, and the second arises from partial ignorance, systematic measurement error or
subjectivity (epislemic uncertainty) (Ang and Tang, 2007). Epistemic uncertainty (incomplete
knowledge) dominates the decision analysis problems, such as the health etTects by exposure to
unknown contaminants and the economical risks associated with climate change. It plays an
important role when the evidence base issmall,such as the caseofs ustainability assessment of
higher education institutes. These uncertainties are critical to analyze because of associated high
consequence due to failures (Ferson etal., 2004a,b).
Traditionally, probabilistic methods have been used to quantify and display uncertainties. The
probabilistic methods are designed and refined overtime (using Bayesian approach) to propagate
uncertainties. Major probabilistic risk analysis applications have been in the fields of industrial,
aeronautical,environmental,petroleum, nuclear, and chemical en gineering.lncivilengineering,
the probabilistic methods handling risk and uncertainties were developed for the analysis of
structural reliability using analytical or numerical integration, simulation, moment-based
methods, or first- and second-order methods (FORM I SORM) of approximation of the limit
state of a system (Ahammed and Melchers, 1994). They are now the basis for the design codes

Both set theory and probability theory are the classical mathematical frameworks for
characterizing uncertainty. Since 19605, a number of generalizations of these frameworks

became available for formalizing various types of uncertainties. Klir(1995) reported that welljustified measures of uncertainty of relevant types are now availa ble not only in theclassicalse/

Iheoryandprobabililylheory but also in thejilzzysellheory(Zadeh, I965),possibililytheory
(Dubois and Parade 1988),andthe Dempsler-Shaferlheory(Dempster, 1967; Shafer, 1976). In
1965,Zadeh introduced fuzzy logic and fuzzy set theory, which is widely used in representing
unccnain knowledge. The paramclcrs of uncertainty model can belreatcdasfuzzynumbersthat
can be manipulated by specially designed operators.

Later, Klir (1995) proposed a

comprehensive general information theory to encapsulate these concepts into a single

4.3./. FUZlJ'setlheory
As the fuzzy set theory effectively deals with uncertainties encompassing vagueness to

approximate reasoning and help in representing and propagating the uncertainties lhroughoul the
decision process, therefore the fuzzy-based techniques are usedforassessingsustainabilitywhich

is also known for its vagueness. Fuzzy-based techniques are a generalized form of interval
analysis used to address uncertain or imprecise information. To qualify as a fuzzy number, a
fuzzy set must be normal,convex, and bounded (Klirand Yuan, 1995). Any shape ofa fuzzy
number is possible, but generally because of simplicity triangular or trapezoidal fuzzy numbers
are used (Lee, 1996). A fuzzy set isanextensionoftheclassical set theory (x is either a member
of set A or not) in which anxcan be a member of set A with a certain membership function Pt. A

fuzzy number describes the relationship between an uncertain quantity x and a membership
function, which ranges between 0 and I,p:

fuzzy number (TFN). The membership fune/ion

R--> [O,ll~R. Figure 4.2 shows a triangular
j1

detennines the imprecision through the shape

of the fuzzy number. Values xeR for which p(x) = I are said to haveful/ membership, values

xeRforwhichO<j.i(x)<1 are said to haveparlialmembership, and valuesxeR for which j.i(x )=

o are

said to have no membership to the fuzzy number. Triangular fuzzy number (TFN) is

represented by three points (a,b,c) on the universe of discourse, representing the minimum,
most likely and maximum value, respectively.

The wider the support of the membership

function, the higher the uncertainty. In this work, to simplify the implementation, a TFN is
seleCled. Although any fuzzy number shape is possible, the selecled shapes are justified by
available information (Guyonnet et al., 1999).

Figure 4.2: Triangular fuzzy number (TFN)

b

~
Ao=(a,b,c)

4.3.2FII~Aritltmetic

One importanl feature of fuzzy number> (seIS) is the concept ofa-cut (Figure4.2).Thea-cutof

a fuzzy set is a crisp set Au that contains all the elements of the universal set X whose

membership grades in A are greater than or equal to the specified value of an a-cut, i.e.,

A. ={xlp.,~a} (Klir and Yuan 1995). Fuzzy operations are carried out on fuzzy numbers
usingfuzzyarilhmClic.Fuzzyarithmeticisbasedontwoproperties:

1) each fuzzy number can fully and uniquely be represented by its a-cut, and
2) a-cutsofeach fuzzy number are closed intervals of real numbersforallaE(O,1).
Fuzzy arithmetic operations require that specific rules and applicable procedures(KlirandYuan,

1995) be followed to ensure reliable outcomes. such as the simplific31ion of equations prior to
eSl'ablishinglheirfuzzyfonn. Hence,onccthe interval numbersareobtained,awell-established

operation ofintcrval analysis can be used (Ferson el al., 2004b) in fuzzyarithmetic.
Fuzzy numbers can represent vagueness or imprecision in the parameter(s). Phillis and

Andriantiatsaholiniaina (2001) demonstrated using Fuzzy logic forsustainability. The linguistic
input values (driving forces) in D-SiM can be easily described using triangular fuzzy numbcrs
(TFNs). The uncertainties can be propagated through the D-SiM using fuzzy arithmetic
operations.

In D-SiM.thesustainability indicators were assigned "crisp" or point values; however, such

values are oficn hard to come by because ofinsumcient statistical data and lack of knowledge.
Consequently. such crisp values may lead to "precise" but unrealistic results. The proposed
uncenaintybasedD-SiMisillustratedinFigure4.3.Thefollowing procedural steps are taken to

developuD-SiM

4.4.1.ldelllificat;ollof;IIdicators
Table 3.2 provides a comprehensive list of indicators for education, environment, social, and

economic dimensions for driving forces, pressures, state,exposu re, and efTect. A number of key

factors that broadly afTect theenvironmental,economic, social and educational processes fora
typical higher education institution are selected. For example, the indicators, such as global and
local research and development trends, institutional enhancement rate, annual energy
consumption rate, economic growth rate. help decision makersatthislevelinsettingpoliciesand
for examination of the root cause problems.

Figure 4.3: Structure of proposed model

The selected driving forces result in pressures on the environment, education, social, and
economic aspects. The various driving forces considered result inpressuresontheenvironment,
economic activity, social, and educational aspects of a university, such as production of
greenhousegases,increasingcostsofeduC3tion, increasing requirements for health and safety,
and requirements for changes in curriculum and courses. The state of environment, economic,
social,educations aspects are afTected by the various pressures exerted,suchas, pollutant

concentration, exceedance of drinking water quality standards, percentage of expenditure,
existing health and safety procedures, number of courses on sustainability, and administrative
support. The direct or indirect impacts or exposure are indicated asa proportion exposed to poor
environmental conditions, economic and social impacts, and proportion of research support for
sustainability. The effects on various dimensions are manifested as effects on human health,
ecology, biodiversity, social aspects, economic aspects, and education on sustainability.
4.4.2. Establishillgcallsality

The concepts for defining positive and negative causality were based 0 n the connection between
sustainability and qualityorfXJllution parameters, respectively. Forexample,apressureindicator
PI

(production of greenhouse gases) is affected by a set of driving/orees {D I-, D2+, DJ+, D4+,

D7-}, where increases in D l (international research and development trends or advancement), and
J>, (suslainabilityeducation) decrease the production of greenhouse gases. Similarly, the driving
forces D z, DJ, and D4 positively impact PI, therefore the increase in these indicators increases Ph
and vice versa. Similarly, a state indicatorS! (concentration of greenhouse gases) is affected
positively bya set of pressures {P 1+, P2+, P s+, P 1S-}, where production of greenhouse gases
(PI), production and consumption of ozone-depleting substances (P2). amount of energy used

(Ps), while provision or services (PIS) has negative impact on Sl. Using the same principles,
connections are established between pressures and Slates, states and eXfXJsures, and eXfXJsures
andeffeels.
4.4.3. Assigllillg weights (strengtlt) of causality

The detennination of weights is always an important issue in multi-criteria decision-making
(MCDM). Several approaches (e.g., Hwang and Lin, 1987; Tsamboulas and Mikaroudis, 2000)
have been developed, including direct assignment, Delphi survey, pair-wise comparison,

eigenvector method, and linear programming. In this chapter, direct assignment method is used
toassigncrispcausalityweights(w,)toinputindicatorsbasedontheirrelativecontributiontoa
receiving (dependent orefTect)sustainability indicator in thenext phase. For example, a pressure
indicator PI is impacted by a set of driving force indicators {Dl. D2, D3, D4 , D7}, therefore
causality weights are assigned to these five input indicators. The values of these weights may
vary inan interval [0 I]. Table 3.4 lists the scale of causality weighls used in this study. The
causality weights arc assigned in each phase of the DPSEEA framework, from driving force to
the final effects (i.e., environment, economics, social, and education categories) and finally
sustainabilityindex. The sequence and weights assigned at each stage are the same as for D-SiM,

4.4.4. Activatiltg driviltgforcebasedollfuZlJI illPlIt vallles

The main dilTerence between the D-SiM and uD-SiM is that in uD-SiM the input values defined
fordrivingforceindicatorsaretriangularfuzzynumbers(TFNs). Figure 4.4 provides a linguistic

interpretation of activation levels forsustainability indicators. These input indicators can be
"measured" or heuristically defined values by a decision-maker. In this analysis, the driving
forces are defined linguistically. The activation level of driving forces can be based on numerous
factorsidentifiedbyaspecificuniversity.lnthisstudy,wehavetried to define driving forces in
a very general context. For example, "GlobaUlocal research and developmenttrends"isabroad

carbon JX>licy, LEED certified buildings, sustainability curriculum, etc. These factors can be
aggregated through some scoring methods to obtain activation levels for driving forces. For
simplicity, in this analysis, we assume that these activation levels are available. Once the input
values are activated,the uD-SiM estimates the intennediate indicators at various stages of the

DPSEEA framework using fuzzy arithmetic operations (Figure 4.4). These fuzzy numbers will
be able to propagate uncertainties throughout the structure of the uD-SiM
4.4.5. Aggregation (Illferencing)
Aggregation is the process by which fuzzy sets that represent the input indicators are combined

or inferred as a single fuzzy set. It is achieved by using an appropriate MCDM method for
aggregatingandevaluatingtheactivationlevelofdependentindicators.

Figure 4.4: Triangular fuzzy numbers
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The simple weighted average meJhodis proposed here because it is intuitive, simple, and most
widely used (Yager, 2004). It considers the tradeofTs among attri butes. After assigning weights
and activating input indicators, an inference to estimate activation for any dependent indicator
can be made using the following equation'

whereAj is the estimated fuzzy activation level ofa dependent indicator}, and X represents
predefined (orpredetennined) fuzzy activation valuesofcontri butingsustainability indicators,

Wj

is the weight assigned to the indicator i. This formulation is val idforanydependentindicatorin
pressure (P), state (S), exposure (E), and efTect (F) slages. To measure the sustainabilityofa
higher education institution quantitatively, the fuzzysustainability index ([l) can be calculated
using following formulation:

where Ainv isa fuzzy activation level of environmental effects. Aecon isa fuzzy activation level of
economic effects, Asoea fuzzy activation level of social effects, andA.du is a fuzzy activation
level of education effects. Fuzzy sustainability index (Sl) will require a special interpretation
based on possibility theory.
4.4.6. De/tlzzi/icatioll

Fuzzy defuzzification methods can be used for ranking or obtaining crisp values of fuzzy
numbers. Thedejuzzijication entails converting the final fuzzySl value into a crisp value (SI)
Various techniques are used fordefuzzification howevereachtechnique extracts difTerent levels
of information from the fuzzy numbers (Tesfamariam and Sadiq. 2006). In this analysis, Yager's
centroid index method (Yager, 1980) is used. The centroid index is a geometric center (Sl o)

ofthefuzzynumberSl,wherethegeometriccentercorrespolldstoa crisp (representative) value

ofSlon its universe ofdiseourse. Fora given TFN (a, b, c), Yager (1980) proposed a centroid

where 51; is treated as a momcnt arm (weight function). The denominator serves as a
normalizing factor whose value is equal to the area under the membership function pSI,fora
given scenario. The value of SI" may be seen as the weighted mean value of the TFN of the

sustainabilityindex(st)

4.5.J.Eslimaliollo!SlIslaillahililyiIllJex
On the basis of the proposed evaluation-framework ofsustainabi lity indcx (uD-SiM),the fuzzy-

based input values (driving force) are selected for the base tri al or scenario (Table 4.3). The
authors assumed the role of decision-maker and assigned these input values to demonstrate the
proof-of-concept. Assuming that the global research and development trends and education in
sustainability play the most significant role in making a campus sustainable, we chose extremely
highandveryhighvaluesforD7 andD 1,respectively.ltcanbeseenfrom university initiatives in
Canada (Table 4.1) that measures to reduce energy consumption by building retrofits and green
buildings are common among the universities. The direct positive relation between reduction in
energy costs and increase in financial and economic growth ratecou Id explain this commonality.
Therefore, the input value for D] and Ds is considered medium. Health and safety index (D s) is
also assigned the same value, as this aspect has been at the core 0 fall environmental initiatives.

More emphasis is placed on the social equity index (D 6), therefore it is given a higher value. The

importance of institutional enhancement rate (D 2) is assumed as low in the trial base.
After the base trial ofuD-SiM using predefined fuzzy inputs and weights, the outcome was a
TFNofasustainabilityindex[0.63,0.78,0.86],representingan uncertainty measure (max.-min)
of 0.23 (Table 4.3 and Figure 4.5). To analyze the impact of weights assigned to various

categories (i.e., environment, economics, education, and social) on overall sustainability and
uncertainty,13trialsorscenarioswereinvestigated.Theweig ht vectors are [1 0.20.20.2],[1 0.6
0.60.6], and [I 000]. It is observed that the mosl likely value (MLV) of sustainability index
reaches its highest value of 0.91 when education is set at 1 and the remaining categories arc set
to O. The percent change in this trial is 14.21%. From trial 13,[0 I OO],onecannoticethatMLV
ofSi isat its lowest when economics and social are set as 1 while keeping the restatOandthe
percenlchange from the base value is 30%. Moreover, the trial with[Env(0.2) Eco(0.2)Soc(l)
Edu(0.2)] gives a second highest MLVofO.83 with a percent change of 6%, whereas for the

remainingtrials,thepercentchangefromthebasevalueislessthan 10%. In other words, the Si
value is not significantly affected in other trials.
Another important aspect is the uncertainty measure, which is bascd on the fact that the wider the
support of the membership function, the higher the uncertainty. Table 4.3 shows that uncertainty
is the lowest (0.23) for the base trial. The percent change in uncert aintyforthetriallOisO.25,

which is about 9% more than the base case. For the remaining trials, uncertainty increases from

Figure 4.5: Triangular fuzzy numbers (TFN) forsuslainabilily index (base trial)
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and Malerials(ASTM, 1998) has recognized Ihe role of SA in the fale modeling as follows:
SA can identify the input parameters that have the most inf1uence on model output;

SA can identify the processes that have greatest inf1uenceonmodel output; and

of input parameters.

Table 4.3: Comparison of various trials
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Sensitivity of the uD-SiM is linked to input parameters (driving force) through inferencing

equations described earlier. There are several reasons for identifying key model inputs, which
contribute to uncertainty in model outputs. An identificationofsignificant contributors to output
variance gives the analyst an awareness of which input variable is controlling the output results.
The basic exploration of the models, inputs and results, promotes improved understanding and

inlerpretation of the analysis (Cullen and Frey, 1999).
In an uncertainty analysis, the majority of the variance in the output is attributable to variability
or uncertainty in a small subset of the inputs. There are varieties of methods of identifying key
input variables from model outputs. These methods include the scatter plot, partial and rank

correlation coefficients, multivariate regression, and contribution to variance and probabilistic
sensitivity analysis. These methods are discussed in detail in Iman and Helton (1988)andCullen

and Frey (1999).

A common method used for SA is to estimate the relative approximate percent contribution (PC)

of each parameter to the variance of final outputs by squaring the rankcorrelationcoemcients
and normalizing them to 100% (Maxwell and Kastenberg. 1999). The parameters having the
greatest efTect are considered to be those for which additional data should reduce the amount of
overall uncertainty in the results. Hammondse/al. (1994) and Maxwell and Kastenberg(1999)
used this technique in human health risk assessment for identifyingthekey input variables. In
thischapter.thepercentcontribution(PC).whichisameasureo fan input's influence on the
output,iscalculated. Itcanrangefrom-IOOto 100. If the output tends to increase when the

input increases. the PC is positive. If the output tends to decrease when the input increases, the
PC is negative. The PC iscalculatedbasedonSpeannan RankCorrelation as following'
[4.6]

where

PCJ=IOO'~il::1
A is the

h

Speannan's Rank Correlation for the/ input. We use

A'IAI rather than Pi2 to

preserve the sign ofpj. Using the absolute values of percent con tributionfordrivingforces,
(where the input factors are D. (k=l. 2..... 7)andD.E[0.ID.wefoundthateducationin
sustainability (D,) and global and local research trends (D,) at 38.81% and 31.64% are the major
contributors toward Sl(shown asa base case in Table 4.4 and Figure 4.6).ltcanbeseenlhatD,
along with D 1 plays a very significant role in achieving the sustainability goa Is fora university,
while financial and economic growth rate (04) and social equity (D6) are also imperative. The

input forces, institutional enhancement rate (D2) and annual en ergyconsumptionrate(D),have
cqualcontribulionof5.83%lowardSl.ltisnoledlhalexceplhealth and safety index (D,).the
contribution of the remaining inputs are significant. where contr ibutionsofinstitutional
enhancement (D,).annual energy consumption rate (D,). and health and safety index (D,) are
negligible. Furthennore.theeducation insustainability(D,) is an important factor for making a
sustainable campus. which was clearly observed in both models, i.e., 72% and 39% for D-SiM

and uD-SiM. respectively. In D-SiM. an A OVA based on full factorial analysis was used to
perfonnsensitivityanalysis(Waheedetal.• 2011a).Howeverinthisanalysis,wehaveproposed

a simulation-based sensitivity analysis. The difTerence in percentcontributionsisduetothetype
ofdifTerentsensitivitymethodsemployed in both models. The sensitivity analysis concludes that

to quantify sustainability ina HEI,thedecision makers must giv eprioritytoglobalandloca!
researchtrendsandeducationinsustainability.

Figure 4.6: Percent contribution of driving forces towardssustainabilityindex(SI)
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The decision-making model uD-SiM, based on DPSEEA and an integration of MCDM and fuzzy
!ogic,isproposedasaso!utiontoevaluateasuslainabilityindex for higher education institutions.
Using hierarchical causal links among driving forces-pressures-state-exposure-efTects and a

comprehensive list of indicators, this model recognizes the subjective nature of the allalysis by
llsing fuzzy input values to assess a sustainabilily index. The proposed model is more robust and
provides more rational decision-making by analyzing decisive indicators, tradeoffs, and
weighting sensitivities, establishing complex interactions between stages, and incorporating
uncertainty-based analysis. The uD-SiM revealed thateducationinsllstainabilityandglobaland
local trends are the major driving forces for achieving sllstainability in HEls, followed by
financial and economic growth rate, social equity, institutional enhancement, and energy
consumption rate. The health and safety index was the leastsigni ficantinputdrivingForce.lnDSiM,thecombinedcontributionofeducationinsustainability,economicdevelopment,andsocial
equity was-93% in HEI and the lesssignificantdrivingforcesindescendingorderwerehealth
andsaFetyissues,energyrequirements,institutionalenhancement, and international research and
development trends
In the present analysis, uncertainty is llotconsidered in the weights and "action" stage of the
DPSEEA Framework. The incorporation of "action" stage oFthe DPSEEA framework in uD-SiM
will be covered in the following chapter to promote more comprehensive decision-making
related to HEI sustainabilityand to improve the understanding of complex connections among
decision actions and their impacts on various sustainability indicators.

Chapter 5: Ranking Canadian Universities: A Quantitative Approach for
SustainabilityAssessmentusinguD-SiM 4

This chapter introduces a model that enables a comparison between universities based on
sustainability indicators related toenvironmental,cconomic, socialandeducalionalaspects. The
proposed model is based on a driving force-pressure-state-exposure-effect-action (DPSEEA)

framework and is called .!!ncertainty-based QPSEEA-1!us,ainability jndex Model (uD-SiM). The
uD-SiM is a causality-based approach in which the sustainability index is an outcome of
nonlinear relationships of sustainability indicators in dilTerentslagesofDPSEEA.TheuD-SiM
isa fuzzy based muiti-criteriadecision-making model and is used to evaluate sustainability of

fiveCanadianUniversities,namely,TheUniversityofBritishColumbia,UniversityofToronto,
University of Alberta, McGill, and Memorial University. The tinal ranking results are compared
with the green report card ranking for 2010 through sustainability index. The application of
various actions and strategies that can be applied lodilTerentstages of the framework to improve

The concept of sustainability has been around for many decades now. The definition of
sustainabilityvariesdependingon the context in which it is used. According to the Brundtland
report (WeED 1987), sustainability refers to reducing footprint without compromising quality of
life forlhe present and future generations. The mosl common frameworkthatisusedtoilluslrate
sustainability is triple bottom line (TBL), which is about identifying improvements in the
environment, social, and economic performance by adopting shon- and long-term policy
decisions(Lozano,2008).lnTBL.theenvironmentrelatestotheimpacts of policy decisions on
the environment (e.g. natural resources. nora and fauna); economy relates to the impacts on
financial or economical sustainability, and society relates lothe impact on acommunityasa
whole (e.g. public health and safety, social equity, culture) (Sav itzand Weber, 2006; Mebratu,
1998). Efforts towards sustainable pathways have been gaining momentum in all disciplines and
institutions. Ideas and new actions are being developed, tested, and disseminated by promoting
discussions to define the exact nature of the concept of sustainabilityanditseffective
implementation
Universities all over the world are

promoti~g

sustainabilily on campus by reneetjng it in their

missiollsand restructuring their research programs, curriculum, and life style on campus, and
enhancingtheirtrans-disciplinaryactivitieswithothersocietalinstitutions.TheefTortsvaryfrom
one campus to another; however the primary objectives of higher education institutions
(particularly universities) are to educate students, preserve and advance knowledge, and find
sustainable solutions for societal problems through research. A sustainable campus program
addresses all three components oftheTBL approach, i.e., l)improvingeconomicemciency,2)
protecting and restoring ecological systems, and 3) enhancing the well-being of all people

through (Viebahn, 2002; Clarke and Kouri, 2009; Velazquez " 01., 2006; Lozano, 20060;
Stephens and Graham. 2010; Cole. 2003).
Like any other mission, the irnplemcntalion ofslIstainabilityon campus has its own challenges
and limitations. The sustainable development for universities is a relatively new phenomenon

and is very challenging because of the complex set-up of universities. According to Lozano
(2006a), not only is the level of awareness among university leaders and faculty members

worldwide about slistainabledevelopmeni goals and its principles still low, but the progress of
implementingsustainabilityintotheircourses,curricula,research, and outreach is also evolving

slowly. Therefore, the first and foremOSI challenge universities are facing can be summarized as
finding ways and means for effective and emcient incorporation of sustainabilityconceptsinto
policies,curricula,research,outreach.andcampusoperationsofauniversity(Lozano 2009). The
second challenge is establishing a system that makes sustainable development an integral part of
theuniversitycultureandcreatesamultiplyingeffectwithintheinstitutionandinthesocietyasa

There is no perfect method of organizing and viewing the interconnected aspects of socioeconomic development, environmental impacts, and human health indicators, which are
important ingredients of sustainability measurement according to the TBL approach. This
determines the first and foremost aim of this chapter, that is, to extend these interconnected
stages through a hierarchical c3usal linkage framework: driving forces-pressures-state-exposureeffects (DPSEEA). This framework helps to assess sustainability using a measure called

sustainability index by developing an uncertainty-based model uD-SiM, which stands for
uncertainty-based DPSEEA Sustainability Index Model. As higher education systems and
academic environments are fundamentally similar in all universities, therefore, a framework for a

given university will require similar types of indicators for sustainability assessment and
decision-making.

In recent years, the emphasis of ranking charts for universities has changed from just providing
information about the quality and othercharacteristicsofhighe reducationinstitutionstoranking
them on the basis of their environmental performance. For higher education institutions. many
methods for auditing and ranking sustainability performanee are available (Cole, 2003). This
ineludes sustainability traeking, assessment and rating system (STARS) (AASHE, 2009), and an
environmental ranking system proposed by Lukmanelal.• 2010. The eleven methods analysed
byShriberg2002 for evaluating sustainable development at student campusescan

be

used for

strategic planning but not for comparing campuses. The most renowned sustainability ranking

eard for universities is the College Sustainability Report eard or Green Report Card (2010).
Green report card is the first website that provides an in-depth sustainability profiles for

hundreds of colleges in USA and Canada. It emerged in 2007 asan init iativeoftheSustainability
Endowmcnts Institute. It identifies colleges and universitieslhatare leading by example in their
commitment

to

sustainability and

endowment

practices

by

considering

nine

criteria:

administration, climate change, food and recycling, grecn building, student involvement and

transportation. endowment transparency and shareholder engage ment.ltsweakncssisthatitdoes
not consider all university efforts toward sustainability such as education or research in
sustainabilityand water initiatives. Therefore, the second aim of this chapter is to demonstrate

thatuD-SiM can be effectively usedasa ranking chart forevaluating performance of universities
towardsustainability.

Thisehapterwiliunfoldasfollows:Seetion5.2explainstheuD-SiM model indetailandSeetion
5.3 presents an analysis on Green Report card. This is followed by data verification and

applicationofuD-SiMinSection5.4.Theinsightintothemodcl,itsuseforrankingalongwith
improvemenl lhroughaclions is discussed in Section 5.5. The co nclusionsandrecommendations
are presented in Section 5.6.

Waheed

el

al. (201Ib) developed a unique decision-making model called uncertainty-based

DPSEEA Sustainability index model (uD-SiM) that assesses the perfonnance ofa higher

education institution by calculating the sustainability index. This model is based on driving
force-pressure-state-exposure-efTectandaction(DPSEEA),whichisacausalframework(Figure
4.1). These are the most popular fonnsofindicator reporting (World Resourcelnstitute(WRI),
2005; Organization for Economic Corporation and Development (OECD), 1999; European
Environment Agency (EEA), 2001; UN, 1996). These causality frameworks share roots in the
stress-response framework originated by Stats Canada (Friend and Rapport, 1979). Various

steps or continuums of DPSEEA provide a deeper insight into causality and especially by
bringing out the important distinction between state and impact (WHO, 2010; Corvalan et al.,
1999; Brulming. 1997; Briggse/a/.• 1996; Dalal-Claytone/al.• 2002). At a macro level. changes

in socielY, such as population growth or income increase, may exert different and variable
pressures on the environment as driving forces. Driving forces do not necessarily lead to an
increase in certain pressures but may lead to reductions in particular pressures. The DPSEEA
framework illustrates the cause-effect relationships for various driving forces, pressures, and
states of sustainability, the impacts in the fonn of exposure, and t he effects of these causes in a
hierarchical fashion. The actions to mitigate the adverse effects could be taken at various stages

of DPSEEA -

driving forces (preventive action), pressures (hazard management), states

(environmental improvements), exposures (protective), or effects (corrective). Figure 4.1

illustrates DPSEEA for higher education institutions. Driving forces are the socio-economicand
socio-culturalforcesdrivinganthropogenicactivities,whichincrease or mitigate pressures on the
environment. This provides a secondary level of analysis mainly forpolicy-ordecision-makers.
This framework is explained in various reports by the UN Commission on Sustainable
Development (CSD, 1995). The uncertainty-based QPSEEA-§ustainability jndex Model (uDSiM) can help to identify and evaluate fuzzy-based efTeets single and multiple efTects ofa
drivingJorceorpolicyonsllstainabililyindex(~)(Figure4.3)

The unccnainty uD-SiM isa linkage-based framework inwhichthefinaI value of sustainability
index (Sl) is an outcome ofnonlinearefTects of sustainability indicators. The primary objective
of this model is to develop a meaningful sustainability assessment tool for higher education
institutionstomakeinfonneddecisions.ThesevenproceduralstepsofuD-SiMareexplainedin
the following subsections and graphically representcd in Figure 5.1
5.2././llell1ijiclllioflO[ifldiclllors

The quantitative assessment of sustainability requires various tiers of infonnation that may
include objectives, assessment criteria, indices, indicators, and performance data or variables
Objectives dcscribe the broad goalssct by the dccision-makers andbythepublicorbytheuscr
of the service. Major sustainability objectives arc gcnerally set by the triple bo ttom line (TBL
i.e., environment, social, and economic performance) approach. Assessment criteria, sometimes
also referred 10 as "indices"or "indicalors" provide principles to establish tha1 specified
objectives have been mel. Assessment criteria provide yardsticks against which susl'ainability
objectives are measured. Indicators could be leading and lagging and measurable and could be

perfonnanceasrequiredbytheGlobal Reporting Initiative (GRI). In this chapter, the indicators

areselectedafterthoroughstudyandarebrokendownunderenvironment, economic, social and
educational categories. In addition. an informal consultation with faculty members at various
universities was performed
Figure 5.1: Procedural sleps foruD-SiM

Table 3.2 provides a comprehensive list of indicators foreducatio n,environment,social,and
economic dimensions for driving forces, pressures, state. exposure,and effect For this model.
seven indicators were identified asdrivingforces: Di-globalllocaland research and
development trends, D z - institutional enhancement, D] - Annual energy consumption rate, D4

-

financial and economic growth rate, Ds - health and safety index, D6 - social equity index, and D7
-education in sustainabilitytrends. These seven indicators be long to four major categories of
sustainability,i.e.,environment,social.economicandeducation.Similarly,15,15,12,and7
indicators have been identified forpresslIre, sfafe, exposllre an deffects,respectively.
The indicators identified in Table 3.2 are connected hierarchica lIythroughcausalrelationships
that finally lead to the quantitative assessment of sustainability. Finally,theindicatorsofeffecls
are used to estimate sustoinability index (Figure 4.3)
5.2.2. Establislrillgcallsality
The concepts of positive and negative causality were applied to develop causality links, which
arebasedonconnectionbet\veensustainabilityandqualityorsusl'ainabilityandpollufion
parameters, respectively. For example, a pressure indicator prod uctionofgreenhouse gases (Pi)
is affected by a set of drivingfon·es {D 1-, Dz+, D3+, D4+, Dr}, where increases in international
research and development trends or advancement (D]) and sustainability education (D7) decrease
the production of greenhouse gases. Similarly, the driving forces Dz, D3, and D4 positively
impact PI; therefore, increase in these indicators increases PJ, and vice versa. Similarly, a state
indicatorS] (concentration of greenhouse gases) is affected positively by a set of pressures {P l +,
Pz+, Ps+, P ls-}, where production of greenhouse gases (p]), production and consumption of

ozone-depletingsubstances (Pz),amount of energy used (Ps),while provision of services (PIS)
has negative impact on Sl.

Using the same principles, connections are established between

pressures and states, ~·fates and exposures, and exposures and effects.

5.2.3. Assigllillg weig1lts(strellgt1l} ofcallsality
Many methods are available for dctennining the weights in multi-criteria decision+making
(MCDM), such as direct assignment, Delphi survey, pair-wise comparison, eigenvector method,
and linear programming. In this chapter, the direct assignment method is used to assign crisp
causality weights (Wi) to input indicators based on their relative contribution to a receiving
(dependentoreffect)sustainability indicator in the next phase. For example, a pressure indicator
PI

is impacted by a set of driving force indicators {DJ, D2, DJ, D4, D7 }. Therefore, causality

weights are assigned to these five inpul indicators. The values ofthcse weights may vary inan
inlerva1[O 1] and are assigned in each stageoflhe DPSEEA framework fromdrivi ng force

10

the

final effects and finally for the environment, economics, social. and ed ucationcategoriesforthe
sustainability index (TableJ.J). These weights can be assigned bya leam of decision makers or
measured. In the present study, the weights are assigned based on relative importance of the

5.2.4.A£:tivlItillgtlrivillcfon'ebllsetiollf"z.zyillpltvalles
In uD-SiM,the inpulvaluesdefined for driving force indicators are triangular fuzzy numbers
(TFNs) (Cullen and Frey, 1999; Zadeh, 1965). These input indicators can be "measured" or
heuristically defined values by a decision-maker. The activation level of driving forces can be
based on numerous factors idenlified by a specific university. Thesevenbroaddrivingforcesare
defined in this study. For example, "Global/local research and development trends" isa broad

carbon policy, LEED certified buildings, and sustainability curriculum. These factors can be
aggregated through some scoring methods to obtain activation levels for driving forces. Once
the input values are activated, the uD-SiM estimates the intermediateindicatorsatvariousstages

of the DPSEEA framework using fuzzy arithmetic operations. These fuzzy numbers will be able
to propagate uncertainties throughout the structure of the uD-SiM.

5.2.5. Aggregalian (In[erencing)
Aflerassigning weights and activating input indicators. an inference to estimate activation for
any dependent indicator can be made by using equmion I:

whereAJ is the estimated fuzzy activation level ofadependent indicatorj,andY represent'S
predefined (or predetermined) fuzzy activation valuesofcontrib utingsustainabilityindicators,wl
is the weight assigned to the indicatori. This fonnulation isva lid for any dependent indicator in
pressure (Pl, state (S), exposure{E), and effect (F) stages.

5.2.6.Sub-clanijicatiollalld.51lStaillabilityillllex

At the effects stage, indicators are sub-classified under environment, economic, social and
cdllcationcatcgorics.Thcsustainabilityofahighcreducationinstitutionquantitatively,thatisthe
fuzzysustainability index (r/), iscalclilated using the followin gfonnulation:

whereAmv isa fuzzy activation level of environmental effects,A K

Oil.

isa fuzzy activation level of

economic effects, Asoeisa fuzzy activation level of social effects, and Aadu isa fuzzy activation

level ofcducation effects. Fuzzy sustainability index (S'"I) will require a special interpretation
based on possibility theory.

5.2.7. Defuzzijication
Fuzzy defuzzification methods can be used for ranking or obtaining crisp values of fuzzy
numbers. In defuzzijicQtion, the final fuzzySlvalue is converted into a crisp v3Iue(51 0 ). Various
techniques are used fordefuzzification. Each technique extraclS difTerentlevelsofinformation
fromthefuzzynumbers(TesfamariamandSadiq,2006).lnthischapler, Yager'scenlroidindex
method (Yager, 1980) is used, where lhecentroid index is a geometric center (SI.) of the fuzzy

st,

in which the geometric center corresponds to a crisp (representative) value orS) on its

universe of discourse. Fora given TFN (a. b.c), Yager (1980) proposed a centroid index as

where SI, is treated as a moment arm (weight function). The denominator serves as a

normalizing factor whose value is equal to the arca under the membership function J.lsI,fora
given scenario. The value ofSl o may be seen as the weighted mean value of the TFN

or tile

suslainability index (St).

The Green report card is currently the most comprehensive ranking method available and applied
to North American universities. As the Green report card is originated by the endowment
institute. it emphasizes more on the impacts of endowment practices and operations of the
university on sustainability (Green report card. 2010). It identifies the colleges and universities
that are leading by example on sustainability.1t focuses on nine main criteria: administration.
climate change and energy. food and recycling, green building, student involvement,

transportation, endowment transparency, investment priorities, and shareholders engagement.
The methodology includes selection of universities, composition of four surveys (campus
operations, dining services, endowment investment practices, and student activities), data
collection and verification (survey conducted through studenl'sand administrators).assessmen4
and recognition. A school's overall gradeiscalculmed from the grades received in nine equallyweighted criteria. A total of48 indicators are used to evaluate performancewithinthecriteria.
The Overall CollegeSustainability Leaders award is given to universitiesthat have made notable
achievements in sustainability by earning an overall gradeof"A-."
The major drawback of this ranking is that the main criteria do not encompassallsustainability
efTorts in a university, such as tcaching research and other academic aspects that are
recommended as core components in asscssingsustainabilityof a campus by Lozano (2006a,b;
2010) and Lukman el at. (2010). Moreover, water consumption and wastewater initiatives are not
considered and some of the indicators are based on qualitative de linitions and aredimcult to

Therefore, in this chapter, weare proposinguD-SiM asa ranking chart by modi fying the data
obtained from Green report card and identifying the driving forces behind implementation of
slistainabilityinliniversities. Forthepasttwodecades,thecommitmentofCanadianuniversities
toward sustainability-related issues has been growing. Many universities and colleges are in
various stages of implementing sustainability initiatives. A series of national and international
declarations on sustainability in education have been developed, and many Canadian universities
have committed themselves for implementing the declarations' objectives on their own campuses
(Cole, 2003). The most common of these declarations include the Talloires Declaration (ULSF
1990), the Kyoto Declaration, the Halifax Declaration, and the Swansea Declaration (UNESCO,

1991, 1993a,b). Therefore, the application ofuD-SiM will be verified byapplication to Canadian
universities only.

In uD-SiM,thedriving forces inputsactivatc the whole model systematically.lnthisstudy,itis
assumed that the cause and effect move sequentially from driving force to the effect, which
means that the driving forces activate pressures, each state is activated by one or more pressures,

an exposure is activated by one or more states, and likewiseefTects are activated by one or more
cxposures.TheuD-SiMcalculatestheactivationforeachdependent indicator based on defined
weights and fuzzy based values of activation of input indicators. It means thatance the input
values are activated, the uD-SiM estimates the intennediate indicators at various stages of the
DPSEEA framework using fuzzy arithmetic operations. These fuzzy numbers will be able to
propagate uncertainties throughout the structure of the uD·SiM.
AfteraggregationofejJeclsindicators,slistoinabilityindexiscalculatedusingEq. [3] from the

sustainability categories - environmental, economic, social, and education - by assuming the
weights of these categories. To consolidate various input factors (Dk,drivingforces) and their
effects on SI,thischapterfocuseson establishingthedrivingforces forvariolls universities by
preparing input from known data for selected Canadian universitiesand the Green report card for
2010. This process is used to rank these universities on the basis 0 f51.

After extensive literature review

and from various auditing reports, ranking charts. and

assessmenl frameworks (Green report card, 2010; AASHE,2010; Lozano, 2009; Lukmenelal.,

2010; McGill. 2010), the following major decision categories for higher education institutions
(HEls) or universities are identified'

•

increasing the focus of research and curriculum on sustainabilily.

•

selectingenvironment-friendlyconslruction and procurement,

•
•

increasing communily outreach. and
defining assessment measures for environmental, economic, social. and educational
emcicncyandbenefits.

Based on the literature research and keeping in view the nine criteria of Gree" report card
(2009), the criteria {X, • ...• X.} are grouped for seven driving forcesofuD-SiM. Strengths
(weights) have been assigned as per their relative importance forth3tdriving force as [00.1 0.2
0.30.40.50.60.70.80.9] from very 10 IV to eXlremelyiligil. Thccritcriondircctlyrclatcdtothc

driving force is called the lead and is assigned Ihe highest weigh tand the remaining criteria are
referred toas lagging. The grouping of criteria under driving forces is shown in Table 5.1 and is
explained as follow.
D1-Global/local rcsearchand development trends

The criteriapolkydeclaration (XI) and edllclItionlindreseart:h(X2} are considered for deriving
input values for Dl. Policy declaration. the lead criterion. entails demonstration of commitment
to sustainabilityofa university by the president (Vice Chancellor) and senior administrators
through a sustainability policy, adoption of sustainability related mission statements. strategic
plans, and local. national, and international agreements such as the Talloires Declaration. It
shows the commitment of the university administration toward sustainability initiatives by
integrating sustainability efforts from all stakeholders into an advisory council. The education
and research (Xz) factor focuses on the following key areas:

•

Research:itisfurtherdividedintoresearch,publications,andfundingforsustainability.
Research includes research related to sustainability, identification and involvement of
faculty, departments doing research related to sustainability, research incentives, and
interdisciplinary research in tenure and promotion

•

Curriculum: consists of courses or programs available forstuden ts related to sustainability.

•

Co-curriculum

activities:

it

includes

student

sustainability

educators

program,

sustainability in new student orientation, sustainability material and publications, and
studenlsustainabilityoutreachprogram.
Basedontherelativeimportance,theweightsassignedtoXlandX2 are I andO.8,respectively.

As institutional enhancement depends on investment priorities such as shareholder advocacy,
posilivesustainableinvestments,endowmenttransparency,andshareholders'engagement;green
building criteria for all construction and renovations on a campus. The emphasis on LEEO
building standards, tracking of greenhouse gas emissions inventory, plans for reduction, and
energy efficiency is also important. Therefore, the criteria that contribute significantly to D2are
categorized as investment priorities (X3); buildings, operations and maintenance (X4); and climate

change and energy (X,). The weights assigned to X" X" and X, are [I 0.5 0.8), respectively,
where Xl is assigned a maximum value because of its direct relation with institutional

DJ-Annualenergyconsumptionrate
The criteria considered for obtaining inputs forD] include

•

Transportation (X6) is defined as campus motor fleet based on clean-burning fuels or
electricity, local transportation alternatives, bicycle programs,car-poolingandplanningof

policies to discourage single-occupancy vehicles and encourage useofalternativemodesof
transportation.

•

WaSle reduction and recycling (X7) incorporates food purchase of organic,fairtrade,or
other sustainable food products. recycling of food, other traditional materials. electronic

Table 5.1: Data preparation for driving forces

Policy and declaration
Educalionandresearch
Investmentpriorilies
Buildings.operalions,andmainlenance

0.5

C1imale change and energy

Investment priorities
Buildings,operalions. and mainlenance

0.7

Climate change and energy

Investment priorities
Planning,administralion. and engagement
Transportation
Buildings.operalions.andmaintenance

0.8

•

Water conservation (Xs) entails initiatives for water consumption and storm water
management and efforts toward drinking water and bottled water.

•

Building. operations and maintenance (X4 ) relates to green building criteria for all
constructionandrenovationsonacampus.suchasLEEDbuildingstandards.

The weigh.s assigned to X4 , X" X., X,. and X, arc [0.7 1,0.5,0.8.0.7], respectively.
D.l-Financial/cconomicgrowthrate
The lead criterion investment priorities X3 is assigned the full weight of I, while building

operations X 4 is weighted as 0.7, followed by dimate change and energy X5 at 0.6, and water

D,-Healthandsafety
The lead criterion for this driving force is Planning, ai/ministration, and engagement (X9 )
because it includes coordination and planning, diversity and affordability, human resources,
public engagement, and student engagement. Suslainabilitycoordination and facilitating student
participation in institutional decision-making are also related to sustainability. The weight
assigned to this criterion is I. The lagging criteria for Ds are investmentprioritiesX],building

operationsandmaintenanceX4,andtransportationX6'
D6 -Social activity index:
The lead criterion for D6 is planning. administration. and engagement X9. The remaining input is
received from waste redllction and recycling X7 , and transportationX6.

D 7 -Trcndsofeducationinsustainability
The lead contributor for D7 is eilllcation and researt:h X 2 and the remaining input comes from

planning. {ulministrationandengagementX9

After the weights are established for various factors. the next step is to develop input activation

values for driving forces for five universities in Canada,. namely, Memorial University (MUN),
The UniversilyofBrilish Columbia (UBC), UniversilyofToronlo(UoT), UniversilyofAlberta
(UoA),andMcGiII.AllowingforlhefaCllhaluniversiliesdonolposI dala on Ihe inlemelevery

year. the latest available data was taken into consideration during the research. The input
activation values defined for driving force indicators are triangular fuzzy numbers (TF s)
insteadofdetenninistic values. As shown in Section 5.4.I,theTFNdrivingforces for the five

universities are obtained from the Green report card for these universities and also through
eXlensive web-search (UBC, 2010; UoT, 2010; UoA, 2010; McGill. 2010; MUN, 2010). It is

foundthatthesustainabilityinitiativeatMUN is relatively new and it did not participate in the
Green report card ranking for 2010, therefore, the data obtained fo rMUNforthisresearchwere

obtained through the website and by informal discussion with the faculty. The conversion of
green card reportrankings into numerical triangular fuzzy numbers is shown in Table 5.2. For
X2,the infonnation was Ilot found in the green report card for 2010, therefore the sustaillability
office website of the five selected universities was thoroughly revi ewed
~:~~~2:

Conversion of green report card ranking into numerical triangular fuzzy based
Fuzzy activation level (A)
(0.9,1,1)
O.8-rankingB

(0.7,0.8,0.9)

0.6-rankingC

(0.5,0.6,0.7)

O.4-rankingD

(0.3,0.4,0.5)

O.2-rankingE

(0.1.0.2,0.3)

O.O-rankingF

(0.0,0.1)

The information related to Ihe above three main items (research, curriculum and co·curriculum)
were investigated and it was found that UBC's sustainability website provides thorough
information to all stakeholders including students. faculty,stafT, and social groups about the
academic programs in education and research related to sustainabilityand also the link to all
relevant courses. Therefore, it was be assigned a value of [0.9, I, I]. The information related to
research and courses available forsustainability was not comprehensive for the remaining four
universities in comparison to the UBC. Therefore,forUoA, UoF,and McGill,the values were
assigned as [0.7, 0.8, 0.9]. Memorial University, on the other hand, has a comparatively recenl
sustainability initiative and there is not enough informationavailable;thereforetheactivation
value was assigned as [0.3,0.4,0.5]. The information available for water-related initiatives for
all five universities was limited, so the activation values were assumcd as [0.5,0.6,0.7] for all
universities. Similarly, the numerical averages were taken when two or three different ranks were
transferred fromGreenrepol1cardtoaTFN used in uD-SiM
5.4.3. Aggreglll;oll
Aggregation is the process by which fuzzy sets that represent the input indicators are combined
or inferred asa single fuzzy set. Using a simple weighted average method,an input activation
level for driving forces is obtained by usinglhe followingequation:

where Adl is the estimated fuzzy activation level ofa driving force i, and

X are the fuzzy

activation values of the factors contributing to driving forces, lV,is the weight assigned to the
factori.Asaresultofthisaggregatioll,fuzzy-basedactivation inputs are obtained for the five

through data preparation, uD-SiM was simulated

following Ihe sleps explained in Seetion 5.4 for Memorial University (MUN), The University of
Brilish Columbia (UBC), University of Alberta (UoA), University of Toronto (UoT), and
McGill. The resultingsustainability index obtained is presented in Figure 5.2. It is found that the

uncenainty for this university. Therefore, Siowas highest for UBC al 0.90, followed by McGill
atO.87,UoAatO.87,UoTatO.84,andMU

at 0.57 (Table 5.4)

Itean be seen Ihaltheoverall rankingsof UBC, UoA,and McGill were similar (B+) under the
greenreponcardranking.ThedifferencebetweenuD-SiMrankillga nd Green reponcard could
be attributed to the fact that the green report did not consider the water use and education in
sustainability (Table 5.4).

The uD-SiM

ranking

provides a quantitative evaluation of

sllstainability as compared to green report card ranking. Moreover, the inclusion of initiatives in
education and water in this study has provided a more comprehensive sustainability based
ranking.

This chapter ranks universities and demonstrates the useofuD-Si Masadecisionmakingtool.

categories. The proposed model allows better understanding of the efforts of HEls toward
sustainability in a hierarchical causal linkage system and further provides opportunities for

improvement or control strategiesatany level of the model.

Figure 5.2: Sustainabilityindex for Canadian Universities
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Table 5.3: Fuzzy-basedaclivalioninput
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Table 5.4: Comparison of Green report card rankings(201 O)WilhUD-SiM
Green Report Card (Overall)

uD-SiM(SI.)

The uD·SiM is primarily a decision making tool that enables control strategies and decision
actions to betaken at any stage of the DPSEEA framework to improve theoverallsustainability
index. If the estimated sustainability index is lower than the desired value, proper "actions" are
selected (e.g., least cost, most effective) to avoid any serious adverse effect

0n

the public and

environment. As the linkages between the difTerent levels in the DPSEEA framework are the
focus of quantitative research and assessing the sustainabili tyforaninstitution(University
campus in this case), various actions can be implemented at different stages of the framework
and may take a variety of forms, including prevention (policy development, standard setting),
hazard management (reduction in emissions), improvement (technical control measures),
protective(pollutionmonitoring),andcorrective(suchastreatment, rehabilitation) (Figure 4.1).
Generally, environmental research focuses on linking pressure and state levels, human health
research focuses on the links between state and exposure,andenv ironmentalepidemiologydeals
primarily with the exposure to effect linkages (Corvalan eta!., 1999). The traditional way of
analyzing data and taking action at the immediate or end levels does not encourage a broader
analysis of the consequences for policy and prevention. Meaningful interpretation of any
indicator in the framework in relation to decision making about policies or actions should be
based on an understanding of these linkages
In the short-term, actions are often corrective or remedial at the "efTect" stage, such as providing
health care for individuals affected by poor air quality or treating waste. Actions for the long
term can be various protective measures to reduce exposure, water saving strategies and waste
minimization. The most effective long-term interventions aim at eliminating or reducing the
effects of the driving forces orthe environmental pressuresth at cause the hazards. Interventions
at the level of driving forces often have multiple implications, beeause major driving forces exert

innuencethrough several causal pathways. Sometimes this can multiply bcnefits, but care must
bctakenthattheoverallimpactisbeneficial.
ItcanbeobservedfromtherankingofuniversitiesthroughuD-SiMthatsustainabilityindexof
MUN needs improvement. To increase the Slo from 0.57 to 0.90 (Figure 5.3), various actions at
difTerentstagesoftheframework(Table5.5)arerequired.Anaction such as developing a policy
at the highest administration level for more sustainability related courses and initiatives will
enhance the sustainability index for the university. Similarly, the commitment of university
senior management, as well as energy saving initiatives, will increasesustainabilityindex.lflhe
financial accounting is integrated with the uD-SiM, the model will guide infonned decisionmaking and help in selecting effective and timely inlerventions. AClions like reduction in energy
usage can only be efTective in the long-term foreconomicgroWlhlhoughtheytakearelalively
longtime to implement and even longer time to produce results.
Figure 5.3: Application of actions to improve sustainability index(SI)

SustainabilityindexofUBC
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The basic rulc for the selection ofa specific"action"A;wili be to maximizelndexChange(IC.)
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where (S'lo)Before is the defuzzified sllstainability index before taking an "action" and
(Slo)Aft.risthedefuzzifiedsustainabilityindexaftertakingan"action".
The uD-SiM can be first used to estimate (Slo)s.rore , Le., thc "'contror' value of sustainability
index (status quo or baseline condition). To demonstrate the impact of selected preventive
actionsonsustainabilityindexvalue,threedrivingforcesDl.DJand D 7 are changed and results
are summarized in Table 5.6. A suitable action at one stage or combination of actions at various
stages will lead to an optimal solution that guarantees an improvement in the overall
sustainabilityofthe university in a costefTective manner.

The decision-making tool uD-SiM, based on DPSEEA coupled with MCDM and fuzzy logic, is
proposed as a solution to establishing a sustainability index for higher education institutions. In
this chapter, it is established that this model can provide objective perspective in ranking

perspective of various levels on the final index. Moreover, this fuzzy-based model can be
efTectivelyapplied to foster improvement by promoting action at any level of DSPSEEA. Better
policies can definitely lead toward longer-tenn, broad-spectrum interventions and long-tenn
solutions by evaluating the driving forces operating in an institution. To implement proactive
preventive approaches, development policies and planning need a longtime horizon. hcan be
observed that those universities where sustainability is an integral part of the planning and
decision making, and where initiatives related to sustainability started decades ago have higher
sustainabilityindices
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Table 5.6: ResultofvariousaclionsonSuslainabilityindex(SI) for Memorial University
IC('Io)

I

20% increase in input forglobaillocal research development
trendsD,
NOle:lndexChange(lC)iscalculaledbasedon(Slo)Befor.-0.57forMUNfromEqu3tion5.S

Clearly, further studies are needed to improvethcuD-SiM by better and more comprehensive
selection ofindic31Orsand assignment of weights. Application of uncertainty to the weights of

indicators at various levels of DPSEEA and financial accounting will enhance the model and its
capability to evaluate the alternatives and decision actions in te rms of cost and benefits.

Chapter 6: Conclusions and Recommendations
This chapter provides conclusions drawn from the research work. Some recommendations for
future research have also been provided

Considering the availability of several approaches and conceptualframeworksfortheassessment

of sustainable development, such as life-cycle assessment, objective-based framework, impact-

flexibility to be used in various disciplines with a unified interpretation. Each has its own
advantages and disadvantages to deal with dilTerent issues of sustainability effectively. The
linkage-based frameworks have been found extremely useful in management and policy-making

in health, agriculture, and mining sectors. The DPSEEA framework is even one step ahead
bec8useofitssilllilaritywithecologicalandhumanhealthriskassessmentand risk management
paradigms and also its capability 10 split impacts inlocxposurcandcfTcct,thcrcbycnhancing
decision-making with regards to environmental as well as economic and social aspects. In this
research, it has been shown that the DPSEEA framework in combination with other analytical
methods, such as impact-based analysis (TBL), multi-criteriadecision analysis and risk analysis,
can be very useful for quantitative assessment ofsustainability
HEls arc selccted for this research because application ofsustainabledevelopment for HElsisa
relativelynewphenomenonandisverychallengingbecauseofthecomplex administrative set-up
of universities. The main challenges facing universities can be summarized as(l) finding ways
and means forefTective and efficient incorporation ofsustainabilityconcepts into the pragmatic
policies, education, research, outreach, and day-to-day university campus operations, and (2)

establishing a system that makes sustainable development an integral part of the university
culture and societyasa whole.
The proposed modelling framework provides a unique sustainability assessment tool that
enhances the understanding of causal relationships among various sustainability indicators and
the efTectsofdecision actions on overall sustainability improvement. This model considers the
environmental,social,andeconomicdimensionsandoveralleducational perfom1ance. Through
extendingthesecategoriesandrecognizingthecausallinksamongdrivingforces-pressures-stateexposure-cfTects. a comprehensive list of indicators for the modellingframeworkisdevelopedto
assesssustainabilityusingasurrogatemeasure-sustainabilityindex. This study was conducted
in four phases: (I) literature review and a selection of suitable quantitative framework for
sustainability assessment, (2) development of the D-SiM model for quantitative assessment of
sustainabilityofl-lEls. (3) extension of the model to consider uncertainties in the analysis by
developing uncertainty-based D-SiM (uD-SiM) and (4)applica,ion ofuD-SiM for the selected
Canadian

universities and determination of decision-action

impacts on

sustainability

improvement of HE Is. Major conclusions of this study are:
A linkage-based framework DPSEEA can be integrated with multi-criteria decisionmaking tool to develop a causal model that can predict the sustainability ofa HEI and its
improvement based on continuum ofperfom1ance indicators. The main strength of the
proposed modelling approach is its Oexibilityand transparencythatenabletheinclusionof
additional indicators irrequired
The proposect model provides a scheme to estimate sustainability of HE I as a snapshot,

The ANOVA-based sensitivity analysis results of the D-SiM model reveal that driving
forces. such as economic development, social equity and education in sustainability,
col!ectively contribute more than 90% to the sustainability index of HE Is. Other driving
forces, including health and safety index, annual energy consumption, institutional
enhancement and global and local research & development trends, constitutetheremaining

Thesimulation-basedsensitivityanalysisofuD-SiMmodelsconcludes that driving forces,
such as"education in sustainability"and "gioballiocal research and development trends"
collectively contribute more than 70% to thesustainability index of HE Is. The difTerence
in percent contributions ofD-5iM anduD-SiM is due to the typc of sensitivity methods
employed in both models. However, "education in sustainability" is identified to be an
important driving force for the sustainability of HE I regardless of the typc of sensitivity

The proposed models provide unique and objective ways of ranking universities on the
basis of sustainability index that can be easily compared with Green Report Card and
AASHE's STAR ranking systems. The proposed ranking system highlights the
opportunitiesforidentifyingkeyindicatorsofHElsustainabilityandfosterstheir
improvement. For example, the 51 for Memorial University was comparatively low
because of its relativelynewsustainability initiative as compared to other leading Canadian
universities. It can also be concluded that the application of dec ision actions and
management strategies that can enhance '''education in sustainabililY trends"

and

"global/local research and development trends" will substantially improve the overall
sustainabilityofanHEI.

Based on this thesis, the following recommendations can be made fort he future research:
In the present form, the D-SiM and uD-SiM models consider causal reI ationshipsinseries
from driving force to pressure, pressure to state, state to exposure, and exposure toefTect.
The limitation of the model in the present form is that the interactions among various
indicalOrsat a given level are not considered, which may introduce uncertainties in the

results. The proposed methodology can be improved by considering dependency
relationships among indicators ata specific level.
The causal weights used in this research are derived based ona Ii mitednumberofexperts.
This limitation can

be avoided by group decision-making using more experts from

difTerentfieldsandincorporatingAHPapproachtochecktheconsistencyoftheanswers.

Uncertainties related to causal weights arc not considered in this research. A fuzzy-based
AHP approach can be investigated to describe uncertainties in the fu turerescarch.
Decision actions and control strategies at various stages have different effects on the
improvement of sustainability of an HE!. Further research is required to integrate the cost
of these decision actions on the improvement and perform a comprehensive cost-benefit

The proposed models have been developed specifically for HEI. The conceptual
framework can be adjusted to any public institution (e.g., hospita Is, schools, libraries) or in
the field of engineering provided that the continuum (as cause-cffects) of relevant

performance indicators is available.
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